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In front of you, is the 2024 price list, a year in which we build on the success of 2023, 

characterized by growth. We proudly opened the doors of our new factory, an investment in a 

sustainable future in more ways than one. This includes a prominent place for our laboratory – 

where we develop, innovate, test, and make sustainable improvements.

Additionally, we were honored to receive the FD Gazelle Award, a prestigious entrepreneurial 

prize awarded to the fastest-growing companies in the Netherlands.

But there’s always room for improvement. Like our chemistry, we are constantly evolving. 

In 2024, we remain passionate about developing high-quality cleaners, coatings, and 

construction chemical products. We are ambitious and strive for solutions that are limitless 

and timeless. Every day, we take another step forward. And better.

We now supply more than 200 different products from our own laboratory. An extensive range 

with a suitable solution for almost every problem. Whether you need a 100 milliliter package or 

a 50,000-liter tank – we deliver what you ask for. If you still miss something, we’d like to hear 

about it. We don’t shy away from custom work.

What we also like to offer is tailored advice. So, if you have a unique case, we’d be happy 

to dive into it. Our technical advisors are active in the field every day, and know better than 

anyone how to tackle specific challenges. Tell us your requirements and wishes, show us your 

project, give insight into your challenge. We will come up with the solution. Special? For us, it’s 

normal.

For more information about our products and services, visit our website www.mavro-int.com. 

This is also the place to be if you’re looking for training to familiarize yourself or your staff with 

our products. Together, we make every job a success and create a safe and pleasant living 

environment for everyone.

Maarten Verduin

Director, Mavro International
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OUR STORY

We have a solution for every problem. Cliché? Yes. And we’re making it even worse: no 

challenge is too big for us. But we mean it.

We’ve been in the business for a while. Over the years, we’ve seen countless formulas, 

methods, and applications. Often, we concluded that things could be better. Either the 

product was not right, or it was being used incorrectly. That’s quite logical, as every 

challenge demands its unique approach.

That’s why we decided to do it ourselves. Simply. In our lab. Our team delves into your 

challenge and solves it. Sometimes literally. A laboratory might sound complicated, 

but we don’t see it that way. It’s incredibly practical. Here, we develop new products. 

We already have more than 200 cleaners and protectors in our range. We test these on 

the most challenging surfaces and conditions and improve them as needed. We do this 

continuously. This way, we ensure that our chemistry really does what it’s supposed to.

We’re not secretive about it. Come by and take a look in our ‘kitchen’. Present us with your 

problem. We’ll come up with the solution.

Service-oriented Innovative Accessible
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OUR LAB

technologies.

Using bio-based raw materials is a key aspect for us. 

Bio-based materials are better for the environment 

and less dependent on fluctuations in the oil and gas 

industry. Our R&D specialists constantly search and 

test bio-based materials and green alternatives for our 

product line, aiming to create a sustainable range for the 

protection and cleaning of surfaces. For now and for future 

generations.

At Mavro International, innovation is a daily pursuit. Our 

laboratory technicians continuously work on developing 

new products and improving existing solutions for every 

problem and surface.

Facing a technical challenge and finding a suitable 

product seems impossible? We make chemistry work! Our 

specialists are always ready to assist you and develop a 

unique solution for your specific problem.

Our Research & Development department is not only 

knowledgeable but also deeply involved in the company 

and stands ready every day to share their expertise and 

find solutions. All our products are extensively tested 

in-house and in the field, meeting strict specifications 

in terms of environmental friendliness and green 
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Brent Fasting
A graduate of Hogeschool Utrecht in Chemistry, the 

entrepreneurial, eager-to-learn, and creative Brent is one 

of the driven specialists of the Research & Development 

department. Like his colleagues, Brent is exceptionally 

customer-oriented and employs an ‘open doors’, solution-

focused, and accessible approach in daily practice.

Kevin Smits
Graduated from Avans University of Applied Sciences 

Breda in Chemical Product Innovation, Kevin is valuable 

to our R&D department. With his knowledge in developing 

and improving products, he brings the latest trends and 

techniques in his field into our organization. He is also 

closely involved in the development of sustainable, bio-

based alternatives.

Jaap Man
With his experience, knowledge, and long service, Jaap 

Man is the go-to person of the department and a great 

mentor for colleagues. When developing new products, 

he enjoys ‘playing’ with raw materials to find the best 

composition. Jaap finds it inspiring to help solve customer 

problems and provide support to the field service.
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Discover the power of Mavro’s removers: an extensive 

selection developed for results. Whether it’s paint, 

ink, graffiti (shadow), stubborn coatings, specific 

contaminations, or delicate surfaces – we have the 

solution.

Our removers guarantee professional quality, designed 

to quickly and effectively complete every job. They are 

thoroughly tested in our advanced laboratory. And have 

proven to be effective in daily practice for many years.

Trusted by various sectors, from transportation and 

government to construction and facility services, our 

removers offer the reliability and efficiency you need. 

Experience Mavro quality and make every surface cleaning 

a hassle-free task.

Our removers are divided into the following product groups:

 Graffiti Removers

 Ink Removers

 Shadow Removers

 Other Removers

 Paint Strippers

Can I help you?
Do you have a question about any of these products?

Call us on + 31 418 680 680

REMOVERS
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VIEW THESE PRODUCTS 
AT MAVRO-INT.SHOP
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PRODUCT TABLE

GRAFFITI REMOVERS

CONTAMINATION CONCRETE MASONRY
NATURAL 
STONE 
(CLOSED)

NATURAL 
STONE 
(OPEN)

COATEN 
(CLOSED)

Permanent 

marker

Graffiti Ink Remover Gel Ink Remover
Ink Remover 
Gel

Ink Remover

Shadow Shadow Remover Gel
Shadow
Remover 

Shadow
Remover Gel

Shadow
Remover 

Spray paint

Graffiti Graffiti Remover Gel
Graffiti Gel 
221 RS

Shadow
Shadow
Remover Gel

Shadow
Remover 

Shadow
Remover Gel

Shadow
Remover

Paint

Light Strip-Off 

Heavy Strip-Off HD / Strip-Off Plus

2C paint

Epoxy

Strip-Off HD / Strip-Off Plus

PU

Tectyl® 

residues and 

bitumen

Graffiti

Bitumen Remover / Bitumen Remover Gel

Shadow
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PRODUCT TABLE

SEQUEL GRAFFITI REMOVERS

CONTAMINATION COATED (WALL 
PAINTES) PLASTICS HPL BOARDS GLASS ANTI-GRAFFITI 

COATINGS

Permanent 

marker

Graffiti Ink Remover

Schaduw Shadow Remover

Spray paint

Graffiti
Graffiti 
Remover Lite

Graffiti 
Remover 
(Extra) Lite

Graffiti Remover Gel
Graffiti 
Remover Lite

Schaduw Shadow Remover

Paint

Licht Graffiti Remover Lite
Graffiti 
Remover Gel

Graffiti 
Remover Lite

Graffiti 
Remover Gel

Zwaar Graffiti Remover Lite Strip-Off HD
Graffiti 
Remover Lite

Strip-Off HD

2C paint

Epoxy

Strip-Off / Strip-Off Plus

PU

Tectyl® 

residues and 

bitumen

Graffiti

Bitumen Remover / Bitumen Remover Gel

Schaduw
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PRODUCT TABLE

OVERIGE VERWIJDERAARS

VERVUILING BETON METSELWERK NATUURSTEEN 
(GESLOTEN)

NATUUSTEEN 
(OPEN)

GECOAT 
(DICHT)

Lak Strip-Off

Roest Vraag advies aan onze technische adviseurs Rust Remover

Zouten Vraag advies aan onze technische adviseurs
Salt&Oxide 
Remover

Siliconen vervuiling Silicone Remover

Cementresten Vraag advies aan onze technische adviseurs
Cement 
Residue 
Remover

Lijmresten Glue Remover

Kalkaanslag Kalkuitbloei Verwijderaar

Nitocoat® Vraag advies aan onze technische adviseurs

Groene aanslag (zoals 

algen)
Algen Remover / Facadeclean HC

Nitocryl® Multistrip

Polycryl Multistrip

Polymeeronderhouds-

producten
Multistrip

Roet Soot Remover

Betonresten Concrete Residue Remover

OTHER REMOVERS

CONTAMINATION CONCRETE MASONRY
NATURAL 
STONE 
(CLOSED)

NATURAL 
STONE 
(OPEN)

COATED 
(CLOSED)

Lac Strip-Off

Rust Ask our technical advisors for advice Rust Remover

Salt Ask our technical advisors for advice
Salt&Oxide 
Remover

Silicone pollution Silicone Remover

Cement residues Ask our technical advisors for advice
Cement 
Residue 
Remover

Glue residues Glue remover

Lime scale Lime Scale Remover

Nitocat® Ask our technical advisors for advice

Green film (lige algae) Algen Remover / Facadeclean HC

Nitocryl® Multistrip

Polycryl Multistrip

Polymeric maintenance 

products
Multistrip

Soot Soot Remover

Concrete residues Concrete Residue Remover
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PRODUCT TABLE

VERVOLG OVERIGE VERWIJDERAARS

VERVUILING GECOAT 
(MUURVERVEN) KUNSTSTOFFEN VOLKERNPLATEN GLAS

Lak Strip-Off

Roest Rust Remover

Zouten Salt&Oxide Remover

Siliconen vervuiling Silicone Remover

Cementresten Concrete Residue Remover Cement Residue Remover

Lijmresten Glue Remover

Kalkaanslag Kalkuitbloei Verwijderaar

Nitocoat® Vraag advies aan onze technische adviseurs

Groene aanslag (zoals 

algen)
Algen Remover / Facadeclean HC

Nitocryl® Multistrip

Polycryl Multistrip

Polymeeronderhouds-

producten
Multistrip

Roet Soot Remover

Betonresten Concrete Residue Remover

SEQUEL OTHER REMOVERS

CONTAMINATION COATED
(WALL PAINTS) PLASTICS HPL PANELS GLASS

Lac Strip-Off

Rust Rust Remover

Salt Salt&Oxide Remover

Silicone pollution Silicone Remover

Cement residues Concrete Residue Remover Cement Residue Remover

Glue residues Glue Remover

Lime scale Lime Scale Cleaner

Nitocoat® Ask our technical advisors for advice

Green film (lige algae) Algen Remover / Facadeclean HC

Nitocryl® Multistrip

Polycryl Multistrip

Polymeric maintenance 

products
Multistrip

Soot Soot Remover

Concrete residues Concrete Residue Remover
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PRODUCT LIST

GRAFFITI REMOVERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Graffiti Gel 221 RS  

A gel-like cleaner for removal of paint, 
graffiti and graffitishadows from porous 
and non-porous surfaces, specially 
formulated for graffiti removal on trains, 
buses, metros and trams. Suitable for  
coated substrates and steel, metal and non 
ferro metals.

57617

2-7
m² / L

1 L € 35,34

10 L € 32,13

Graffiti Remover Gel 

A gel-like remover for graffiti and paint 
from mainly porous surfaces such as 
concrete, masonry, natural stone, metals, 
glass, treated wood, clinkers and glazed 
tiles under both warm and cold conditions.

57608

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 39,70

10 L € 36,10

Graffiti Remover Gel Strong  

A strong and fast-acting remover for the 
removal of graffiti, markers, paint and 
graffiti shadows from both porous and 
non-porous substrates. Very suitable at low 
temperatures.

57697

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 46,50

10 L € 42,27

Graffiti Remover Lite 

A mild cleaner for removal of paint, markers 
and graffiti from sensitive surfaces like 
coatings, trafficsigns and powdercoated 
surfaces.

57599

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 33,32

10 L € 30,93

Graffiti Remover Extra Lite 

A very mild remover for the removal paint, 
markers, and graffiti from vulnerable 
substrates such as plastics, traffic signs and 
painted or powder coated substrates.

57600

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 31,73

10 L € 30,27
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PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Bitumen Remover  

A liquid remover specially designed for the 
removal of Tectyl® residues and other wax/
oil based contaminations.

57660

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 45,68

5 L € 41,53

Bitumen Remover Gel 

A gel-like graffiti remover, specialy 
developed for removal of Tectyl® residues 
and other wax/oil based coatings. The 
gel structure assures a long contact time 
making this product suited for extremely 
polluted surfaces.

57624

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 51,24

10 L € 46,58

Graffiti Remover Wipes 

Wipes for removing graffiti, paint, pen and 
markers form smooth non-porous surfaces. 
Approximately 50 wipes per unit.

57622

N/a 1 piece
€ 39,30

per unit
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INKT VERWIJDERAARS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Ink Remover  

Een verwijderaar om stiften, viltstift en 
schaduwen van voornamelijk poreuze en 
niet-poreuze ondergronden te verwijderen.

57604

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 42,12

5 L € 38,29

Ink Remover Gel 

Een gelachtige verwijderaar om stiften, 
viltstift, verf en schaduwen van poreuze en 
niet-poreuze ondergronden te verwijderen. 
Door de gelachtige eigenschappen is de 
inwerktijd langer, waardoor het geschikt is 
voor extreme vervuiling.

57695

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 49,77

5 L € 44,79

PRODUCT LIST

INK REMOVERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Ink Remover  

An environmentally friendly remover for 
the removal of markers, pen, ink, dyes and 
shadows from porous and non-porous 
substrates.

57604

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 42,12

5 L € 38,29

Ink Remover Gel 

A gel-like cleaner for removal of markers, 
feltmarkers, paint and graffiti shadows, 
mainly from porous and non porous 
surfaces. The gel-structure assures a long 
contact time making the product suited for 
extremely polluted surfaces.

57695

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 49,77

5 L € 44,79
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SCHADUW VERWIJDERAARS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Shadow Remover

Een sterk alkalische verwijderaar om graffiti
schaduwen en verf van poreuze 
ondergronden te verwijderen.

57648

2-5 
m² / L

1L € 38,39

10 L € 34,90

Shadow Remover Gel 

Een sterk alkalische gelachtige verwijderaar 
om graffiti schaduwen en verf van poreuze 
ondergronden te verwijderen. Door de 
gelachtige eigenschappen is de inwerktijd 
langer, waardoor het geschikt is voor 
extreme vervuiling.

57619

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 39,78

5 L € 37,97

Shadow Remover Strong  

Een pasteuze verwijderaar voor het
ontkleuren van achtergebleven graffiti 
resten (schaduwen) na het gebruik van 
graffiti verwijderaars.

57698

1
m² / L

5L € 51,40

PRODUCT LIST

SHADOW REMOVERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Shadow Remover  

A high alkaline remover for cleaning graffiti 
shadows and paint from porous substrates.

57648

5-10
m² / L

1L € 38,39

10 L € 34,90

Shadow Remover Gel 

A gel-like, high alkaline remover for 
cleaning graffiti shadows and paint from 
porous substrates. The gel-structure assures 
a long contact time making the product 
suited for extreme polluted surfaces.

57619

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 39,78

5 L € 37,97

Shadow Remover Strong  

A paste-like remover for cleaning and 
bleaching graffiti shadows/remainders after 
using graffiti removers.

57698

2-5
m² / L 5L € 51,40
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OVERIGE VERWIJDERAARS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Algen Remover  

Een reiniger voor verwijdering van algen, 
mos, schimmel en andere aangroei van 
diverse harde, minerale ondergronden. Biedt 
tevens tijdelijke bescherming. Wettelijk 
toegestane biocide met toelatingsnummer 
16071N.

57606

3-5
m² / L

5 L € 13,15

Cement Residue Remover 

Een zeer sterke, snelwerkende verwijderaar 
om cementsluier en uitbloei van gevels te 
verwijderen.

57655

5-15
m² / L

1 L € 21,56

10 L € 19,35

Cement Residue Remover Gel

Een zeer sterke snelwerkende verwijderaar 
om cementsluier en uitbloei van gevels 
te verwijderen. Door de gelachtige 
eigenschappen zeer geschikt voor verticale 
ondergronden en plekken waar een lange 
inwerktijd vereist is.

57658

5-15
m² / L

1 L € 23,61

10 L € 21,04

Concrete Residue Remover

Krachtige, niet-giftige en biologisch 
afbreekbare reiniger voor het verwijderen 
van opgedroogde beton- en cementresten. 
Bevat geen schadelijke stoffen 
zoals zoutzuur en kan op vrijwel alle 
ondergronden toegepast worden.

57649

6-8
m² / L

10 L € 9,39

Glue Remover 

Een krachtige en effectieve verwijderaar om
kitrestanten en lijmresten van verschillende 
oppervlakken en ondergronden te 
verwijderen.

57601

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 28,78

5 L € 27,41

PRODUCT LIST

OTHER REMOVERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Algen Remover  

A cleaner for removal of algae, mould, 
lichen or other fouling from most surfaces 
such as: brick, concrete, plaster, granite, 
lime and sandstone, roofing tiles and 
wood. Leaves a temporary protection after 
treatment. Registered biocidal agent with 
registration number 16071N.

57606

3-5
m² / L

5 L € 13,15

Cement Residue Remover 

A very strong and fast-acting cleaner for 
removing lime-scale, cementveil and white 
blush efflorescence from mineral building 
materials and brick facades.

57655

5-15
m² / L

1 L € 21,56

10 L € 19,35

Cement Residue Remover Gel 

A very strong and fast-acting cleaner for 
removing lime-scale, cementveil and white 
blush efflorescence from mineral building 
materials and brick facades. The gel-like 
properties make the product very suitable
for application on vertical surfaces and 
contaminations that require longer dwell-
times.

57658

5-15
m² / L

1 L € 23,61

10 L € 21,04

Concrete Residue Remover

A powerful, non-toxic and biodegradable 
cleaner for removing dried concrete- and 
cementresidues. Does not contain harmful 
chemicals such as hydrochloric acid and 
can be used safely on almost every surface.

57649

6-8
m² / L

10 L € 9,39

Glueremover 

A quick acting and effective remover 
for removing remains of sealants and 
adhesives from various surfaces.

57601

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 28,78

5 L € 27,41
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PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Kalkuitbloei Verwijderaar  

Een krachtige zure reiniger voor het 
verwijderen van vroege witte uitslag, 
hardnekkige kalkuitbloei en cementsluier. 

57607

1-2
m² / L

5 L € 7,52

10 L € 7,21

Lime Remover  

Een effectieve verwijderaar om kalksteen,
carbonaten en verontreinigingen 
veroorzaakt door zoutaanslag te 
verwijderen.

57603

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 10,20

5 L € 9,32

Multistrip 

Een krachtige stripper voor het verwijderen 
van polymeer vloerwassen en diverse 
andere semipermanente coatings.

57950

10-20
m² / L

10 L € 17,03

Oil Remover

Een verwijderaar om olieresten en vetsporen 
van diverse ondergronden te verwijderen.

57643

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 29,68

5 L € 28,27

Rust Remover

Een effectieve verwijderaar voor het 
verwijderen van roest op ijzeren en stalen 
oppervlakken. Verwijdert ook oxidatie 
restanten en metaal partikels van koper, 
messing en andere non-ferro metalen. Laat 
bij behandeling een conserverend fosfaat 
laagje achter.

57850

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 24,48

5 L € 22,26

PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Lime Scale Remover

A powerful acid cleaner for removing early 
whitewash, stubborn lime efflorescence and 
cement sludge.

57607

1-2
m² / L

5 L € 7,52

10 L € 7,21

Lime Remover  

A very strong and fast acting cleaner 
for removing lime-scale, cementveil, 
carbonates and white blush from mineral 
building materials and brick facades.

57603

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 10,20

5 L € 9,32

Mulstrip 

A powerful stripper for removing polymeric
floorpolishes and various other 
semipermanent coatings.

57950

10-20
m² / L

10 L € 17,03

Oil remover

A remover for the removal of oil and grease-
residues form various substrates.

57643

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 29,68

5 L € 28,27

Rust Remover

A very effective remover for the removal 
of rust from steel and iron surfaces and 
the oxidation products of most non-ferro 
metals. The remover also leaves a protective 
fosfate layer on the surface.

57850

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 24,48

5 L € 22,26
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PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Salt&Oxide Remover 

Een vloeibare effectieve verwijderaar 
voor het verwijderen van zoutuitbloei en 
witte aanslag van alle soorten minerale 
ondergronden. 

57637

3-5m² / L

1 L € 18,62

5 L € 16,94

Silicone Remover  

Een lichtzure verwijderaar om siliconenkit 
restanten en siliconen besmettingen van 
diverse ondergronden te verwijderen.

57657

3-5m² / L

1 L € 28,44

5 L € 25,85

Soot Remover 

Een sterk alkalische reiniger voor het 
verwijderen van extreme roet- en 
brandvervuiling.

57951

10-20
m² / L

5 L € 13,98

Tar Remover

Krachtig product voor het verwijderen van 
hardnekkige vettige vervuilingen zoals 
teer, Tectyl® restanten en hydraulische 
olie. Veilig en mild voor de ondergrond en 
volledig biologisch afbreekbaar.

57667

5-15m² / L 5 L € 38,88

PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Salt&Oxide Remover 

A liquid remover to remove salts, oxides, 
urea salts from a wide variety of mineral 
substrates. 

57637

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 18,62

5 L € 16,94

Silicone Remover  

A mild acidic remover for the removal 
of silicone sealants and silicone 
contamination from a wide variety of 
substrates.

57657

3-5
m² / L

1 L € 28,44

5 L € 25,85

Soot Remover 

A strong alkaline cleaner for cleaning soot- 
and fire pollution.

57951

10-20
m² / L

5 L € 13,98

Tar Remover

Powerful product for removing stubborn 
greasy soiling such as tar, Tectyl® residues 
and hydraulic oil. Safe and mild for the 
substrate and fully biodegradable.

57667

5-15
m² / L

5 L € 38,88
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AFBIJTMIDDELEN 

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Strip-Off  

Snelwerkende afbijt op basis van diverse
oplosmiddelen voor het verwijderen van alle 
soorten 1K lakken en verven op synthetische 
basis. Ook geschikt voor het verwijderen 
van watergedragen verven zoals latex en 
watergedragen lakken.

57629

0,25-2
m² / L

1 L € 32,90

10 L € 31,45

Strip-Off HD 

Krachtig afbijtmiddel op basis van 
mierenzuur voor het verwijderen van 
duurzame 2-componenten coatings en 
meerdere lagen oude verf.

57647

0,25-2
m² / L

1 L € 45,94

10 L € 44,46

Strip-Off Plus

Extreem krachtig en snelwerkend 
afbijtmiddel. Universeel toepasbaar 
en verwijdert snel en effectief alkyd, 
acrylaat, latex, polyurethaan, epoxy en 
2-componenten coatings. Bevat alleen 
biologisch afbreekbare oplosmiddelen en is 
vrij van NMP en methyleenchloride.

57633

0,25-1
m² / L

1 L € 43,14

10 L € 32,69

PRODUCT LIST

PAINTSTRIPPERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Strip-Off  

Paintstripper based on special selected 
solvents for rapid removal of all synthetic 
coatings and paint. Also suitable for 
removing waterbased wallpaints like latex 
and for the removal of waterbased laquers.

57629

0,25-2
m² / L

1 L € 32,90

10 L € 31,45

Strip-Off HD 

Powerful paint stripper based on formic 
acid for removing durable 2-component 
coatings and several layers of old paint.

57647

0,25-2
m² / L

1 L € 45,94

10 L € 44,46

Strip-Off Plus

Extremely powerful and fast-acting paint 
remover. Universally applicable and removes 
quickly and effectively alkyd, acrylic, latex, 
polyurethane, epoxy and 2-component 
coatings. Contains only biodegradable
solvents and is free of NMP and methylene 
chloride.

57633

0,25-1
m² / L

1 L € 43,14

10 L € 32,69
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CLEANERS

At Mavro, we take pride in the fact that we develop and 

produce our products in-house. This way, we can assure 

our customers of quality and a successful outcome. 

Whatever your cleaning challenge may be, you’ll 

undoubtedly find the suitable product in our range of 

cleaners.

We offer an extensive assortment of cleaning products 

specifically for facades, floors, industry, rolling stock, and 

interiors. From mild cleaners for delicate surfaces like 

natural stone to acid cleaners for stubborn contaminants 

on surfaces like concrete.

Then there’s our Uniclean product line – true all-rounders 

that are broadly applicable and super efficient.

Our cleaners are divided into the following product groups:

Onze reinigers zijn onderverdeeld in de volgende 

productgroepen:

 Facade Cleaners

 Specialist Cleaners

 Other Cleaners

 Daily Cleaning Products

Can I help you?
Do you have a question about any of these products?

Call us on + 31 418 680 680
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VIEW THESE PRODUCTS 
AT MAVRO-INT.SHOP
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PRODUCT TABLE

GEVELREINIGERS

VERVUILING LEI BAKSTEEN TERRA-
COTTA

BASALT-
ACHTIGE 
STEEN

KALK-
STEEN

ZAND-
STEEN

Atmosferische 

vervuiling

Licht Facadeclean
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean

Matig Facadeclean Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Strong

Zwaar Facadeclean Extra Strong / Facadeclean HC
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong

Vet / olie

Licht Facadeclean Alkaline

Matig Facadeclean Alkaline

Zwaar Facadeclean Alkaline

Roet

Licht Facadeclean
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean

Matig Facadeclean Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Strong

Zwaar Facadeclean Extra Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong

FACADE CLEANERS

CONTAMINATION SLATE BRICK TERRA-
COTTA

BASALTIC 
STONE

LIME-
STONE

SAND-
STONE

Atmospheric 

pollution

Light Facadeclean
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean

Moderate Facadeclean Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Strong

Heavy
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong

Grease / oil

Light Facadeclean Alkaline

Moderate Facadeclean Alkaline

Heavy Facadeclean Alkaline

Soot

Light Facadeclean
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean

Moderate Facadeclean Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Strong

Heavy Facadeclean Extra Strong
Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong
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PRODUCT TABLE

VERVOLG GEVELREINIGERS

VERVUILING BETON MARMER PLEISTER / 
STUCWERK

METSEL-
WERK

NATUUR-
STEEN

GEWASSEN 
GRIND-
PLAAT

Atmosferische 

vervuiling

Licht
Facade-
clean

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean

Matig
Facade-
clean 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Strong

Zwaar
Facade-
clean HC

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Extra 
Strong / Facadeclean 
HC

Facadeclean Extra 
Strong

Vet / olie

Licht Facadeclean Alkaline

Matig Facadeclean Alkaline

Zwaar Facadeclean Alkaline

Roet

Licht
Facade-
clean

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean

Matig
Facade-
clean 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Strong

Zwaar

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Extra Strong

SEQUEL FACADE CLEANERS

CONTAMINATION CONCRETE MARBLE PLASTER/
STUCCO MASONRY NATURAL 

STONE

WASHED 
GRAVEL 
PLATE

Atmospheric 

pollution

Light
Facade-
clean

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean

Moderate
Facade-
clean 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Strong

Heavy
Facade-
clean HC

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Extra 
Strong / Facadeclean 
HC

Facadeclean Extra 
Strong

Grease / oil

Light Facadeclean Alkaline

Moderate Facadeclean Alkaline

Heavy Facadeclean Alkaline

Soot

Light
Facade-
clean

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean

Moderate
Facade-
clean 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Strong

Heavy

Facade-
clean 
Extra 
Strong

Facade-
clean 
Alkaline

Facadeclean Extra Strong
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PRODUCT TABLE

SPECIALISTISCHE REINIGERS

VERVUILING KUNSTSTOF VOLKERNPLATEN OUDE COATING

Atmosferische 

vervuiling

Licht Uniclean Neutral

Matig Uniclean

Zwaar Uniclean Low Foaming*

Vet / olie

Licht Uniclean Neutral

Matig Uniclean Low Foaming*

Zwaar Uniclean High Alkaline

Insecten

Licht Uniclean Neutral

Matig Uniclean

Zwaar Uniclean Low Foaming*

* Very suitable for (scrubbing) machines

SPECIALISED CLEANERS

CONTAMINATION PLASTIC HPL PANELS OLD COATING

Atmospheric 

pollution

Light Uniclean Neutral

Moderate Uniclean

Heavy Uniclean Low Foaming*

Grease / oil

Light Uniclean Neutral

Moderate Uniclean Low Foaming*

Heavy Uniclean High Alkaline

Insects

Light Uniclean Neutral

Moderate Uniclean

Heavy Uniclean Low Foaming*
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PRODUCT TABLE

OVERIGE REINIGERS

VERVUILING GLAS KUNSTSTOF ALUMINIUM RVS VOLKERN-
PLATEN HOUT

Atmosferische 

vervuiling
Glasreiniger Deep Clean Alu Clean

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Wood 
Renovator

Vet / olie Glasreiniger Deep Clean Alu Clean
Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean

Insecten Glasreiniger Deep Clean Alu Clean
Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean

Voorbehandelen 

coating applicatie
Isopropanol

Ongeroogde 

Nitocoat® resten
Butylacetate

Kalk- en 

cementresten
Glass 
Renovator

Remstof en 

geoxideerd staal
Alu Clean

Vergrijsd hout 
Wood 
Renovator

Vervelende 

geurtjes
Biofresh

* Very suitable for (scrubbing) machines

OTHER CLEANERS

CONTAMINATION GLASS PLASTIC ALUMINIUM STAINLESS 
STEEL HPL PANELS WOOD

Atmospheric 

pollution
Window 
Clean

Deep Clean Alu Clean
Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Wood 
Renovator

Grease / oil
Window 
Clean

Deep Clean Alu Clean
Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean

Insects
Window 
Clean

Deep Clean Alu Clean
Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean 
Low 
Foaming*

Uniclean

Pre-treatment for 

coating application
Isopropanol

Undried Nitocoat® 

residues
Butylacetate

Lime- and cement 

residues
Glass 
Renovator

Brake dust and 

oxidized steel
Alu Clean

Greyed wood
Wood 
Renovator

Unpleasant odors Biofresh
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GEVELREINIGERS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Facadeclean

Een zuur reinigingsmiddel om vervuilde 
poreuze gevels zoals lei, baksteen, 
terracotta en basaltachtige steen te 
reinigen.

57635

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 17,07

Facadeclean Gel

Een gelachtig zuur reinigingsmiddel om 
vervuilde poreuze gevels zoals lei, baksteen, 
terracotta en basaltachtige steen te 
reinigen. Door de gelachtige eigenschappen 
zeer geschikt voor plekken waar een lange 
inwerktijd vereist is. 
57650

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 17,44

Facadeclean Strong  

Een reinigingsmiddel met 
fluorwaterstofzuur en fosforzuur om 
vervuilde poreuze gevels zoals lei, baksteen,
terracotta en basaltachtige steen te 
reinigen.

57636

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 20,54

Facadeclean Extra Strong 

Een sterk reinigingsmiddel met 
fluorwaterstofzuur en zoutzuur om extreem 
vervuilde poreuze gevels zoals lei, baksteen, 
terracotta en basaltachtige steen te 
reinigen.

57646

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 23,19

Facadeclean Alkaline 

Een sterk alkalisch reinigingsmiddel om 
extreem vervuilde zuurgevoelige gevels 
zoals kalksteen, zandsteen, beton, marmer 
en stucwerk te reinigen.

57641

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 23,67

PRODUCT LIST

FACADE CLEANERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Facadeclean

An acidic cleaner used for cleaning of 
polluted porous facades like slate, masonry, 
terracotta and basalt like stones.

57635

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 17,07

Facadeclean Gel

A gel structured acidic cleaner for cleaning 
of porous facades like slate, masonry, 
terracotta and basalt like stones. The gel 
structure assures long contact time and a 
prolonged activity.

57650

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 17,44

Facadeclean Strong  

A hydrofluoric acid and phosphoric acid 
based cleaner for cleaning of polluted 
porous facades like slate, masonry, 
terracotta and basalt like stones.

57636

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 20,54

Facadeclean Extra Strong 

A very strong cleaner based on hydrofluoric 
acid and phosphoric acid for cleaning of 
extreme polluted porous facades like slate, 
masonry, terracotta and basalt like stones.

57646

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 23,19

Facadeclean Alkaline 

A strong alkaline cleaner for extremely 
polluted acid sensitive facades like 
limestone, sandstone, concrete, marble and 
plaster.

57641

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 23,67
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PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Facadeclean HC  

Een geconcentreerde bleekreiniger voor
onmiddellijke en diepe reiniging op vervuilde
minerale ondergronden.

57652

5-15
m² / L

10 L € 15,68

PRODUCT LIST

SPECIALISTISCHE REINIGERS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Uniclean Neutral

Een neutraal reinigingsmiddel om 
vervuilingen zoals vet, nicotine en 
atmosferische verontreinigingen op licht 
poreuze en niet-poreuze ondergronden
te reinigen.

57611

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 14,21

10 L € 12,75

Uniclean   

Zeer efficiënte alkalische reiniger voor het 
verwijderen van vetaanslag, roet en andere 
vervuilingen. Te gebruiken als allesreiniger. 

54100

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 12,56

10 L € 11,49

Uniclean Low Foaming

Een zeer efficiënte laagschuimende 
reiniger voor vetaanslag, roet en zware 
(atmosferische) vervuiling. 100% biologisch 
afbreekbaar en mild voor de meeste 
oppervlakken. Uitermate geschikt voor 
gebruik in (schrob)machines. 
54110

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 13,23

10 L € 11,71

Uniclean High Alkaline 

Een hoog alkalisch reinigingsmiddel om 
extreme vervuilingen zoals vetaanslag, roet 
en overige zware vervuilingen te reinigen.

57639

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 19,95

5 L € 18,62

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Facadeclean HC  

A concentrated bleach cleaner for 
immediate and deep cleaning on 
contaminated mineral surfaces.

57652

10-20
m² / L

10 L € 15,68

SPECIALISED CLEANERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Uniclean Neutral

A neutral cleaner for removing grease, soot, 
nicotine and atmospheric pollution form 
light porous and non-porous surfaces.

57611

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 14,21

10 L € 12,75

Uniclean

A cleaner to clean soiling such as grease 
deposits, soot, nicotine and other dirt on 
various substrates.

54100

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 12,56

10 L € 11,49

Uniclean Low Foaming  

A highly efficient low-foaming cleaner 
for grease deposits, soot, nicotine and 
heavy (atmospheric) soiling. Is 100% 
biodegradable and mild for most surfaces. 
Extremely suitable for use in (scrubbing) 
machines.

54110

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 13,23

10 L € 11,71

Uniclean High Alkaline 

A high alkaline detergent for cleaning 
extreme soiling such as grease, soot, 
nicotine and other heavy soiling.

57639

10-100
m² / L

1 L € 19,95

5 L € 18,62
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PRODUCT LIST

OVERIGE REINIGERS

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Alu Clean

Een efficiënt zuur reinigingsmiddel om 
vette aanslag, roet en zware vervuiling op 
alle non-ferro metalen zoals aluminium te 
reinigen.

57927

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 20,86

5 L € 20,27

Biofresh

Een reiniger met geurverwijderende en
geurpreventieve eigenschappen voor het fris
maken en houden van toilet- en 
doucheruimten. Toepasbaar op alle licht 
zuigende en gladde, harde oppervlakken.

57939

10-15
m² / L

10 L € 13,58

Butylacetate  

Een krachtig en zeer effectief oplosmiddel 
om Nitocoat®-resten van gebruikt 
gereedschap, zoals (HVLP) spuitapparatuur 
en overspray te verwijderen.

57807

10-20
m² / L

1 L € 27,81

5 L € 27,20

Deep Clean 

Een niet-schurende polijstcrème om 
hardnekkige atmosferische vervuilingen op 
niet-poreuze ondergronden te reinigen.

57931

10-20
m² / L

1 L € 16,22

5 L € 13,85

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Uniclean High Foaming  

A highly efficient alkaline foam cleaner for 
universal use. The product can be applied 
as a foam for so-called ‘touchless cleaning’ 
where working through with brushes is not 
necessary.

54111

10-100
m² / L

10 L € 11,17

OTHER CLEANERS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Alu Clean

An efficient acid cleaner to clean greasy 
deposits, soot, nicotine and heavy 
soiling on all non-ferrous metals such as 
aluminium.

57927

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 20,86

5 L € 20,27

Biofresh

A cleaner with odour-removing and odour-
preventing properties for freshening up and 
toilet and shower areas. Applicable to 
all slightly absorbent and smooth, hard 
surfaces.

57939

10-15
m² / L

10 L € 13,58

Butylacetate  

A powerful and highly effective solvent to 
remove Nitocoat® residues from used tools, 
such as (HVLP) spraying equipment and 
overspray.

57807

10-20
m² / L

1 L € 27,81

5 L € 27,20

Deep Clean 

A mildly acidic polishing cream to remove 
stubborn atmospheric soiling on non-
porous substrates.

57931

10-20
m² / L

1 L € 16,22

5 L € 13,85
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PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Glass Renovator 

A cleaner to remove stubborn inorganic 
deposits of lime, cement residues and light 
scratches from glass surfaces. 

59165

10-20
m² / L

1 L € 39,68

5 L € 36,42

Isopropanol

A cleaning agent with strong degreasing 
and dissolving action for greasy deposits 
on various substrates, excellent for use as a 
pre-cleaner before applying coatings. 

18750

10-20
m² / L

1 L
Price per 

request

10 L
Price per 

request

Mavro Solar Clean

Specially developed cleaner for cleaning 
solar of solar panels and solar cells. 
Effective against limescale residues, green 
deposits dust, bird droppings, insects and 
other soiling. 

57402

5-15
m² / L

1 L € 6,95

5 L € 6,70

10 L € 6,17

Peelalble Cleaner

Specially developed cleaner for cleaning 
solar of solar panels and solar cells. 
Effective against limescale residues, green 
deposits dust, bird droppings, insects and 
other soiling.

57668

1,25-2
m² / KG

15 KG € 17,51

Power Wipes

Extra-heavy and large cleaning cloths 
impregnated with a strong cleaning agent. 
Suitable for removing heavy soiling.

57678

N/a 1 piece
€ 18,-

per unit
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PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTI-
ON* UNIT PRICE / L

Train Clean 

A cleaner to remove metal particles, light 
rust, atmospheric pollution and brake dust 
from railcars, buses, cars, metros and trams. 
remove.

57631

5-10
m² / L

25 L € 10,82

Wood Renovator 

A mildly acidic cleaner for cleaning and 
degreasing all weathered wood and wood 
composite board materials.

57330

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 13,42

5 L € 12,45
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DAILY CLEANING PRODUCTS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

INTERIOR CLEANER

Highly efficient cleaner for grease deposits, 
soot, nicotine and other soiling. Suitable as 
an all-purpose cleaner in professional and 
industrial environments. Environmentally 
friendly and 100% biodegradable.

57855

10-100
m² / L

1 L
Price per 
request

SANITARY DESCALER

Powerful descaler for use on various 
surfaces in sanitary areas. Due to its 
thickened formulation, highly effective for 
breaking down limescale on both vertical 
and horizontal surfaces.

57586

10-100
m² / L

750 ML
Price per 
request

SANITARY CLEANER  

Safe and mild detergent suitable for daily 
cleaning of sanitary areas. Removes skin 
grease, deposits, limescale and soap 
residues and cleans brilliantly and streak-
free.

57854

10-100
m² / L

1 L
Price per 
request

FLOOR CLEANER

Low-foaming floor cleaner for quick and 
effortless removal of virtually all soiling. 
Suitable for both wet and spray cleaning 
and is universally applicable on all water-
resistant surfaces. Low-foaming and dries 
streak-free.

57838

10-100
m² / L

1 L
Price per 
request

WINDOW CLEANER

A cleaner to clean grease, nicotine and 
insects from windows, of cars, metros, 
trams and buses, among others.

57946

5-10
m² / L

1 L
Price per 
request

PRODUCT LIST
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Inspection and trial application
We want to understand the situation 

Application
Now it’s up to you

Thoughtful advice
Tailored, from the ‘what’ to the ‘how’

Training
We show you how to make chemistry work for 

Evaluation
We’ll call you and ask: did it work?

Project supervision
We are there during the startup

The first contact
Present us your challange

Your specialist
Altijd onder de knop. Vinden we zelf ook prettig

GOOD CONVERSATION. GOOD ADVICE.

Reaching the best solution always starts with a good conversation. 
At our place or yours, it doesn’t matter to us. Tell us your 
requirements and wishes, show us your project, give us insight into 
the challenge. It’s our foundation for good advice.

You will receive a tailored advice report from us. It will, of course, 
tell you which product you need, but we also explain how to use it. 
Step-by-step, in clear language.
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GOOD CONVERSATION. GOOD ADVICE.
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Nothing is more important than a first impression. This applies 

to people, but also to facades, rolling stock, installations, and 

everything else that needs to look its best. That’s why cleaning 

alone is not enough. Protection is just as important. Against 

moisture, atmospheric pollution, graffiti, illegal posters, and the 

like. That way, it stays beautiful. And it retains its value as well.

We offer you a wide range of (semi-)permanent coating products 

and impregnating agents, with various chemical compositions 

and properties specially developed for specific applications and 

surfaces. We use the most modern technologies and methods for 

this. Our advisors are happy to help you make the right choice for 

specific needs, surfaces, and budgets.

Our protection solutions are divided into the following product 

groups:

 Anti-graffiti coatings

 Nitorange - renovation coatings

 Facade impregnation

 Floor conservation

 Nitoguard® - nanocoatings

 Ceradur® - ceramic coatings 

 Inox Concept -stainless steel protection

 Other coatings

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Can I help you?
Do you have a question about any of these products?

Call us on + 31 418 680 680
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VIEW THESE PRODUCTS 
AT MAVRO-INT.SHOP
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PRODUCT TABLE

ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS

BETON METSELWERK NATUURSTEEN (GE-
SLOTEN) NATUURSTEEN (OPEN)

Anti-poster Anti-Poster Coating 1C / Anti-Poster Coating 2C

Semi-permanente 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard

Permanente 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard Permanent / Graffitiguard 
Permanent HD

Mavrox® PU 
Topcoat 1C

Graffitiguard 
Permanent

Permanente 

anti-graffiti op kleur
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C

VERVOLG ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS

GECOAT (DICHT) GECOAT (MUUR-
VERVEN) KUNSTSTOFFEN VOLKERNPLATEN HOUT

Anti-poster Anti-Poster Coating 1C / Anti-Poster Coating 2C

Semi-permanente 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard

Permanente 

anti-graffiti

Mavrox® PU 
Topcoat 1C / 
Graffitiguard 
Permanent HD

Nitocoat®/Mavrox® PU Topcoat 1C/Graffitiguard
Permanent HD

Permanente 

anti-graffiti op kleur
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C

ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS

CONCRETE MASONRY NATURAL STONE 
(CLOSED)

NATURAL STONE 
(OPEN)

Anti-poster Anti-Poster Coating 1C / Anti-Poster Coating 2C

Semi-permanent 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard

Permanent 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard Permanent / Graffitiguard 
Permanent HD

Mavrox® PU 
Topcoat 1C

Graffitiguard 
Permanent

Permanente 

anti-graffiti colour
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C

SEQUEL ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS

COATED 
(CLOSED)

COATED 
(WALL PAINTS) PLASTICS HPL PANELS WOOD

Anti-poster Anti-Poster Coating 1C / Anti-Poster Coating 2C

Semi-permanent 

anti-graffiti
Graffitiguard

Permanent 

anti-graffiti

Mavrox® PU 
Topcoat 1C / 
Graffitiguard 
Permanent HD

Nitocoat®/Mavrox® PU Topcoat 1C/Graffitiguard
Permanent HD

Permanent

anti-graffiti colour
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C
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PRODUCT TABLE

NITORANGE (Renovatiecoatings)

NITOSHINE NITOWAX NITOCRYL® NITOSHIELD

Kleurherstel

Duurzaamheid 1 - 6 maanden 1 - 2 jaar 2 - 4 jaar 3 - 5 jaar

Unieke eigenschapppen
Hoogwaardig 
glansspoelmiddel

Reinigings- en 
conserveringsmiddel 
in één

Reversibel
Zeer eenvoudige 
applicatie

Bescherming

VERVOLG NITORANGE

NITOCURE LS NITOCOAT® NITOCOLOUR

Kleurherstel

Duurzaamheid 4 - 6 jaar 5 - 10 jaar 5 - 10 jaar

Unieke eigenschapppen
Speciaal ontwikkeld voor 
grote oppervlakken

Permanent, 1-component
Verkrijgbaar in alle RAL en 
NCS-kleuren

Bescherming

Always test in advance.

NITORANGE (Renovation coatings)

NITOSHINE NITOWAX NITOCRYL® NITOSHIELD

Colour recovery

Durability 1 - 6 months 1 - 2 years 2 - 4 years 3 - 5 years

Unique properties
High quality rinse-
aid

Cleaning- and 
protection agent 
in one

Reversible
Very easy 
application

Protection

SEQUEL NITORANGE

NITOCURE LS NITOCOAT® NITOCOLOUR

Colour recovery

Durability 4 - 6 years 5 - 10 years 5 - 10 years

Unique properties
Specially developed for 
large surfaces

Permanent, 1-component
Available in all RAL and 
NCS colours

Protection
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GEVEL IMPREGNEER

BETON METSELWERK HOUT

Impregneren Mavroseal WB / Mavroseal WB (Extra) Strong Nitoguard® Wood

Impregneren (eerder 

geïmpregneerd)
Mavroseal Nitoguard® Wood

Hydro- en oleofoob Mavroseal Fluor Nitoguard® Wood

Injectie Injection Cream

VERVOLG GEVEL IMPREGNEER

NATUURSTEEN (GESLOTEN) NATUURSTEEN (OPEN) DAKPAN

Impregneren Mavroseal / Mavroseal Gel Mavroseal WB (Strong)
Mavroseal WB Extra Strong / 
Mavroseal Nano

Impregneren (eerder 

geïmpregneerd)
Mavroseal Gel Mavroseal

Hydro- en oleofoob Mavroseal Fluor Mavroseal Nano

FACADE IMPREGNATION

CONCRETE MASONRY WOOD

Impregnation Mavroseal WB / Mavroseal WB (Extra) Strong Wood protect

Impregnation

(previously

impregnated)

Mavroseal Wood protect 

Hydro- and 

oleophobic
Mavroseal Fluor Wood protect

Injection Injection Cream

SEQUEL FACADE IMPREGNATION

NATURAL STONE (CLOSED) NATURAL STONE (OPEN) ROOF TILE

Impregnation Mavroseal / Mavroseal Gel Mavroseal WB (Strong)
Mavroseal WB Extra Strong / 
Mavroseal Nano

Impregnation

(previously

impregnated)

Mavroseal Gel Mavroseal

Hydro- and 

oleophobic
Mavroseal Fluor Mavroseal Nano
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VLOERCONSERVERING

BESCHERMING BETON NATUURSTEEN (GESLOTEN) NATUURSTEEN (OPEN)

Hydrofoob Floorguard Floorguard SB Floorguard

Hydro- en oleofoob Floorguard Fluor

Stofbinden Floorguard Mineral Silroc

Slijtage Floorguard Mineral Silroc

Kleurverdiepen Silroc

VERVOLG VLOERCONSERVERING

BESCHERMING TEGELS
REEDS 
GEIMPREGNEERDE 
ONDERGRONDEN

KUNSTSTOF VLOEREN GECOATE VLOEREN

Hydrofoob Floorguard SB

Hydro- en oleofoob Floorguard Fluor

Stofbinden Floorguard Sealer

Slijtage Floorguard Polycryl

FLOOR CONSERVATION

PROTECTION CONCRETE NATURAL STONE (CLOSED) NATURAL STONE (OPEN)

Hydrofobic Floorguard Floorguard SB Floorguard

Hydro- and

oleophobic
Floorguard Fluor

Dust binding Floorguard Mineral Silroc

Wear and abrasion Floorguard Mineral Silroc

Colour enhancing Silroc

SEQUEL FLOOR CONSERVATION

PROTECTION TILES
ALREADY 
IMPREGNATED 
SUBSTRATES

PLASTIC FLOORS COATED FLOORS

Hydrofobic Floorguard SB

Hydro- and

oleophobic
Floorguard Fluor

Dust binding Floorguard Sealer

Wear and abrasion Floorguard Polycryl
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NITOGUARD® RANGE

BETON METSELWERK NATUURSTEEN 
(GESLOTEN)

NATUURSTEEN 
(OPEN)

Hydro- en oleofobe 

eigenschappen
Nitoguard® Stone / Silroc

VERVOLG NITOGUARD®  RANGE

KUNSTSTOFFEN GLAS TEXTIEL HOUT

Hydro- en oleofobe 

eigenschappen
Nitoguard® Plastic

Nitoguard® 
Glass

Nitoguard® Textile Nitoguard® Wood

Zelfreinigend Nitoguard® Glass SC

NITOGUARD RANGE

CONCRETE MASONRY NATURAL STONE 
(CLOSED)

NATURAL STONE 
(OPEN)

Hydro and 

oleophobic properties
Nitoguard® Stone / Silroc

NITOGUARD RANGE

PLASTICS GLASS TEXTILE WOOD

Hydro and 

oleophobic properties
Nitoguard® Plastic

Nitoguard® 
Glass

Nitoguard® Textile Nitoguard® Wood

Self-cleaning Nitoguard® Glass SC
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PRODUCT TABLE

CERADUR® (Keramische coatings)

CERADUR® AG CERADUR® METAL CERADUR® FLEX

Speciale toepassing Anti-graffiti Non-ferro metalen Oude verflagen

Kleurherstel

‘Easy-to-clean’

Anti-graffiti

Flexibiliteit - -

Corrosiewering -

Hittebestendigheid

-   = Not
    = Good

  = Very good

CERADUR (Ceramic coatings)

CERADUR® AG CERADUR® METAL CERADUR® FLEX

Speciale toepassing Anti-graffiti Non-ferrous metals Old paint layers

Kleurherstel

‘Easy-to-clean’

Anti-graffiti

Flexibiliteit - -

Corrosiewering -

Hittebestendigheid
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ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS | Semi-permanent

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Graffitiguard

Een opofferende anti-graffiti coating op 
basis van een millieuvriendelijke wasemulsie 
voor poreuze en niet-poreuze ondergronden, 
die een duurzame bescherming biedt 
waardoor graffiti eenvoudig te verwijderen 
is.

57613

5-10
m² / L

per laag

10 L € 21,62

25 L € 20,59

ANTI-GRAFFITI COATINGS | Permanent

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Graffitiguard Permanent

A transparent water-based permanent 
anti-graffiti impregnation for all porous 
substrates with hydrophobic and 
oleophobic properties allowing easy 
removal of graffiti.

57605

2-20
m² / L

10 L € 53,35

25 L € 51,50

Graffitiguard Permanent HD Primer  

Easy-to-apply, transparent, 1-component 
adhesive primer for Graffitiguard Permanent 
HD. Applicable as adhesion primer on all 
smooth and non-porous materials such 
as metals, plastics, paints and smooth 
composite materials.

57677

60-80
m² / L

1 L € 194,12

5 L € 179,00

Graffitiguard Permanent HD

Permanent, transparent, 1-component 
anti-graffiti coating for protecting concrete, 
masonry, metals and coated substrates. 
Forms an extremely durable layer with 
excellent anti-graffiti properties. Graffiti 
removal is easy with cold water and high 
pressure (80-100 bar). The use of chemical 
removers is not necessary.

57621

4-8
m² / L

5 L € 90,60

10 L € 89,15
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PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Graffitiguard Permanent Primer 2C

Een watergedragen epoxy primer voor
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C, geschikt voor 
poreuze ondergronden. Verkrijgbaar in alle 
RAL kleuren. Transparant leverbaar in 4 en 8 
kilo verpakkingen.

57616

8-12
m² / KG

5 KG € 37,52

10 KG € 35,65

Graffitiguard Permanent 2C  

Een 2-componenten permanente anti-
graffiti polyurethaan coating voor poreuze 
en niet-poreuze ondergronden die een 
duurzame bescherming biedt waardoor 
graffiti eenvoudig te verwijderen is. 
Verkrijgbaar in alle RAL kleuren. Transparant 
leverbaar in 4 en 8 kilo verpakkingen.

57612

2-8
m² / KG

5 KG € 68,98

10 KG € 67,40

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Graffitiguard Permanent Primer 2C

A water-based epoxy primer for 
Graffitiguard Permanent 2C, suitable for 
porous substrates. Available in all RAL 
colours. Transparent available in 4 and 8 kg 
packs.

57616

8-12
m² / KG

5 KG € 37,52

10 KG € 35,65

Graffitiguard Permanent 2C  

A 2-component permanent anti-graffiti 
polyurethane coating for porous and non-
porous substrates that provides durable 
protection making graffiti easy to remove. 
Available in all RAL colours. Transparent 
available in 4 and 8 kg packs.

57612

2-8
m² / KG

5 KG € 68,98

10 KG € 67,40
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NITORANGE (Renovation coatings)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Nitoshine

A high-quality gloss rinse agent with 
strong cleaning and preserving properties. 
Suitable for non-porous surfaces such as 
plastic, full-core and facade cladding. Very 
suitable for large surfaces such as cladding 
panels. Gives a temporary gloss and 
beading effect.

57716

300-500
m² / L

10 L € 21,22

Nitowax

A high-quality polishing, cleaning and 
preserving agent for weathered surfaces. 
Especially developed for application on 
non-porous wall finishing materials such 
as plastic, water layers, volkern and facade 
cladding, (powder-coated) aluminium and 
other coated surfaces.

99900

12-25
m² / L

1 L € 28,59

5 L € 26,26

Nitoshield

A transparent, gloss- and colour-recovering 
coating based on high-quality silicones. 
Provides long-term protection, extreme 
gloss and colour deepening. Specially 
developed for application on non-porous 
façade finishing materials such as plastic 
water layers, volkern and facade cladding, 
(powder-coated) aluminium and coated 
substrates.

57618

70-100
m² / L

1 L € 322,29

Nitocryl® Primer

A water-based primer for Nitocryl® for 
application on non-porous wall finishing 
materials such as plastics, waterslides, full-
core and facade cladding, 
(powder-coated) aluminium and coated 
substrates. Improves the adhesion and 
lifespan of Nitocryl®.

57711

50-70
m² / L

1 L € 237,00
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Nitocryl®

A high-quality semi-permanent, 
reversible coating that provides long-term 
protection, gloss and colour recovery to 
various substrates. Specially developed for 
application on non-porous facade finishing 
materials such as plastic, waterslides, full-
core and facade cladding, (powder-coated) 
aluminium and coated substrates.

57710

50-70
m² / L

1 L € 258,13

Nitocure LS

1-component, transparent, solvent-based 
acrylic coating that provides long-term 
protection, gloss and colour recovery for 
weathered plastics,powdered coatings 
and weathered facade cladding. Specially 
developed for the preservation of large 
surfaces (Large Surfaces - LS) such as 
Trespa®, HPL and other types of facade 
cladding.

57717

15-20
m² / L

1 L € 114,49

5 L € 109,11

Nitocoat®

A permanent, transparent and colour-
recovering coating with a glossy finish 
for non-porous finishing materials such 
as plastic, solid core facade cladding, 
waterslides and metals such as aluminium 
and stainless steel.

57707

50-70
m² / L

0,1 L
€ 116,00

per unit

0,5 L
€ 399,00

per unit

1 L
€ 775,00

per unit

Nitocoat® Mat

A permanent, transparent and colour-
recovering coating with a matt finish 
for non-porous finishing materials such 
as plastics, solid core facade cladding, 
watercourses and metals such as 
aluminium and stainless steel.

57708

50-70
m² / L

0,1 L
€ 116,00

per unit

0,5 L
€ 399,00

per unit

1 L
€ 775,00

per unit
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Nitocolour Primer 1C

A quick-drying primer based on high-
quality alkyd resins. The primer has 
excellent adhesion to almost all substrates. 
The primer ensures better adhesion of 
Nitocolour 1C to the substrate.

57911

12-14
m² / L

1 L € 96,11

2,5 L € 92,46

Nitocolour 1C

A high-quality topcoat for various 
substrates based on silicone-modified alkyd 
resins. Excellent for use as a topcoat with 
very good exterior durability on substrates 
such as wooden and metal façade 
elements that have been pre-treated with 
Nitocolour Primer 1C.

57915

12-14
m² / L

1 L € 103,49

2,5 L € 95,37

Nitocolour Primer 2C

A water-based epoxy adhesion primer for 
treatment of slightly porous and non-
porous substrates such as concrete, old 
coatings and metals to be finished with a 
durable finish system such as Nitocolour 2C.

57910

8-10
m² / L

1 KG € 57,67

5 KG € 55,37

Nitocolour 2C

A durable and UV-resistant 2-component 
polyurethane coating for (powder-coated) 
substrates that are heavily weathered. 
Available in all RAL colours.

57614

8-10
m² / L

1 KG € 139,97

5 KG € 131,67
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FACADE IMPREGNATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Mavroseal

A solvent-based, high-quality impregnating 
agent based on oligomeric silane/siloxane 
for making already hydrophobed substrates 
permanently water repellent. 

54060

1-2
m² / L

25 L
Price on 

request

Mavroseal Gel

A solvent-based silane/siloxane 
hydrophobic cream for making mineral 
façades durably water-repellent. Especially 
well applicable on substrates that have 
been previously hydrophobized before.

57659

5-7
m² / KG

15 KG
Price on 

request

Mavroseal WB

A water-based silane/siloxane 
impregnating agent for porous substrates. 
Has a strong hydrophobic effect and long-
lasting repellent effect.

54089

1-2
m² / L

25 L
Price on 

request

Mavroseal WB Strong

A concentrated water-based silane/siloxane 
impregnating agent for porous mineral 
substrates. Mavroseal WB Strong has a 
strong hydrophobic effect and long-lasting 
repellent effect.

54090

1-2
m² / L

25 L
Price on 

request

Mavroseal WB Extra Strong

A highly concentrated waterborne 
impregnating impregnating agent based 
on silane/siloxane for porous mineral 
substrates. Has a strong hydrophobic effect 
and long-lasting repellent effect. 

54080

1-2
m² / L

25 L
Price on 

request
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Mavroseal Fluor

A water-based impregnating agent based 
on fluoracrylic polymer for slightly porous 
mineral substrates. For durable moisture-, 
oil- and dirt repellency. Especially for 
natural stone surfaces.

57665

2-7
m² / L

10 L € 34,76

25 L € 33,88

Mavroseal Nano

A water-based impregnating agent based 
on silanes and nanotechnology for porous 
substrates. Has a strong hydrophobic 
effect and an impressive repellent effect. 
Extremely suitable for roof tiles.

57653

1-2
m² / L

10 L € 25,01

25 L € 24,09

Mavroseal Wetlook

High-quality water-based impregnating 
agent based on modified polysiloxanes 
containing special colour-enhancing 
components. Penetrates the surface and 
makes it water-repellent while intensifying 
the colour without gloss. Surfaces look 
more colourful and fresh and acquire a 
“wet-look” effect. Suitable for all absorbent 
natural or artificial stones.

57645

1-2
m² / L

10 L €15,92

Stone Hardener

Stone consolidator (stone hardener) based 
on tetraethoxysilane. Used to harden and 
repair weathered stone and other mineral 
building materials. Does not affect vapour 
permeability and does not provide water 
repellency.

54092

0,2-2
m² / L

10 L € 56,70

25 L € 55,19

Injection Cream

Highly efficient damp-proofing injection 
cream to combat rising damp. Is easily 
applied to the wall by a sealant gun 
through drilled holes. 

54050

Ask an 
advisor

15 KG € 33,13
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VLOERCONSERVERING

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Floorguard

Een watergedragen impregneermiddel voor 
licht poreuze ondergronden. Maakt het 
oppervlak langdurig waterafstotend en 
easy-to-clean. Sluit het oppervlak niet af 
en blijft waterdampdoorlatend.

54091

1-2
m² / L

10 L € 9,46

25 L € 8,32

Floorguard SB

Een oplosmiddelhoudend impregneermiddel 
voor licht poreuze ondergronden. Maakt 
het oppervlak langdurig waterafstotend en 
easy-to-clean. Sluit het oppervlak niet af 
en blijft waterdampdoorlatend.

57831

1-10
m² / L

10 L € 18,90

25 L € 17,36

Floorguard Mineral

Een gemodificeerd watergedragen 
natriumsilicaat impregneermiddel dat een 
duurzame permanente verzegeling vormt 
op beton- en cementdekvloeren.

57830

4-7
m² / L

10 L € 15,79

25 L € 14,36

Floorguard Fluor

Een watergedragen impregneermiddel 
op basis van fluortechnologie voor licht 
poreuze minerale ondergronden. Voor het 
duurzaam hydro- en oleofoob maken van 
het oppervlak.

57644

2-7
m² / L

10 L €29,45

Floorguard Sealer

Een sealer voor alle waterbestendige 
vloeren zoals linoleum, PVC en steen voor 
het stofvrij en slijtvast maken van het 
oppervlak.

54130

1-14
m² / L

10 L €20,13

FLOOR CONSERVATION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Floorguard

A water-based impregnating agent for 
slightly porous substrates. Makes the 
surface long-term water-repellent and 
easy-to-clean. Does not seal the surface 
and remains water-vapour permeable.

54091

1-2
m² / L

10 L € 9,46

25 L € 8,32

Floorguard SB

A solvent-based impregnating agent for 
slightly porous substrates. Makes the 
surface long-term water-repellent and 
easy-to-clean. Does not seal the surface 
and remains water-vapour permeable.

57831

1-10
m² / L

10 L € 18,90

25 L € 17,36

Floorguard Mineral

A modified water-based sodium silicate 
impregnating agent that forms a durable 
permanent seal on concrete and cement 
screeds. 

57830

4-7
m² / L

10 L € 15,79

25 L € 14,36

Floorguard Fluor

A water-based impregnating agent based 
on fluorine technology for slightly porous 
mineral substrates. For permanent hydro- 
and oleophobic surface treatment.

57644

2-7
m² / L

10 L €29,45

Floorguard Sealer

A sealer for all water-resistant floors such 
as linoleum, PVC and stone for making the 
surface dust-free and abrasion-resistant.

54130

1-14
m² / L

10 L €20,13
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PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS / L

Floorguard Polycryl

Een watergedragen polymeer vloerwas 
op basis van acrylaten. Geschikt voor 
alle kunststofvloeren zoals linoleum, 
marmoleum, vinyl, kurk, houtlaminaat en
tegelvloeren.

57651

8-12
m² / L

10 L € 15,50

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Floorguard Polycryl

A water-based polymer floor wax based on 
acrylates. Suitable for all plastic floors such 
as linoleum, marmoleum, vinyl, cork, wood 
laminate and tiled floors.

57651

1-2
m² / L

10 L € 15,50
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NITOGUARD RANGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Nitoguard® Glass

A transparent nanocoating for glass 
and ceramics. Provides hydrophobic and 
oleophobic properties so that dirt can 
hardly adhere to the substrate.

59003

150-200
m² / L

1 L € 252,59

Nitoguard® Glass SC

A transparent nanocoating for (window) 
glass, with hydrophilic properties creating 
self-cleaning properties that ensure a clean 
surface.

59007

50-100
m² / L

1 L € 228,11

Nitoguard® Plastic

A transparent nanocoating for non-porous 
substrates and especially for plastic 
substrates. Provides hydrophobic and 
oleophobic properties, making it difficult for 
dirt to adhere to the substrate.

59002

150-200
m² / L

1 L € 206,27

Nitoguard® Stone

A transparent and water-vapour 
permeable impregnating agent based 
on fluoropolymers, to be used on porous 
substrates. Provides hydrophobic and 
oleophobic properties, making it difficult for 
dirt to adhere to the substrate.

59001

2-20
m² / L

1 L € 26,00

5 L € 23,75
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / L

Nitoguard® Textile

A transparent and water-vapour 
permeable nano impregnating agent for 
suede, cardboard and textiles. Provides 
hydrophobic and oleophobic properties so 
that dirt hardly adheres to the substrate. 
High durability but needs to be reapplied in 
case of frequent use. 

59004

6-12
m² / L

1 L € 69,23

Nitoguard® Wood

A transparent and water-vapour permeable 
impregnating agent for wood. Provides 
hydrophobic and oleophobic properties, 
making it difficult for dirt to adhere to the 
substrate. Provides long-term protection 
and combats ageing, both indoors and 
outdoors.

59006

15-35
m² / L

1 L € 50,24
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CERADUR (Ceramic coatings)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE

Ceradur® Flex

A polysilazane coating especially for 
metals, already painted substrates, 
plastics and full-core boards exposed to 
bending and deformation due to thermal 
differences. The coating is highly chemical-
resistant and gives an easy-to-clean and 
strong anti-graffiti effect.

58001

60-70
m² / L

0,1 L € 129,16

0,5 L € 444,05

1 L € 845,42

Ceradur® Metal

A light anti-corrosion coating based on 
polysilazanes suitable for application 
on ferrous and non-ferrous metals. It is 
particularly resistant to chemicals, salts 
and corrosion-causing salts and gives an 
easy-to-clean surface. 

58002

60-70
m² / L

0,1 L € 123,60

0,5 L € 435,84

1 L € 836,52

Ceradur® AG

An anti-graffiti coating based on 
polysilazanes, creates a very strong 
repellent surface making posters, stickers, 
and all kinds of graffiti very difficult to 
adhere. This makes it easy to remove paint, 
ink aerosols and posters of the surface.

58004

60-70
m² / L

0,1 L € 129,16

0,5 L € 444,05

1 L € 845,42
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INOX CONCEPT (Stainless steel protection)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE/L

Inox Pre-Clean

Ammonia-based cleaner for thorough 
cleaning of stainless steel. Applied as the 
first step in pre-treatment before applying 
Inoxcoat.

57880

10-20
m² / L

5 L € 25,14

Inox Degreaser

A very strong solvent-based degreaser 
for degreasing and drying stainless steel. 
Applied as pre-treatment before applying 
Inoxcoat.

57882

10-20
m² / L

5 L € 22,89

Inoxcoat 

A high-quality semi-permanent coating 
for preserving stainless steel. Gives stainless 
steel surfaces a beautiful silky appearance 
and prevents adhesion of dirt and grease. 
Can be used indoors and outdoors on all 
stainless steel surfaces.

57883

2-5
m² / L

1 L € 451,44

Inoxcoat Daily Care

A neutral daily cleaner for cleaning 
and maintaining surfaces treated with 
Inoxcoat.

57881

10-20
m² / L

5 L € 13,98

Inoxcoat Remover

Strong cleaner for quick and safe removal of 
Inoxcoat. Applicable when Inoxcoat must 
be completely removed from the substrate.

57884

2-5
m² / L

5 L € 15,12
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OTHER COATINGS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE/L

Anti-Poster Coating 1C

A transparent solvent-based 1-component 
coating based on polyorganosiloxanes for 
on concrete, masonry, wood and already 
painted substrates. Specially developed 
to prevent stickers, posters and flyers 
from adhering. Has also good anti-graffiti 
properties.

57664

4-8
m² / L

1 L € 98,53

5 L € 95,58

Anti-Poster Coating 2C

A solvent-based 2-component coating 
for porous and non-porous substrates. 
Specially developed for reduced adhesion of 
stickers, posters and flyers. Available in all 
RAL colours.

57662

5-10
m² / L

1 L € 101,06

Peelguard 

Durable spray film for temporary protection 
of surfaces. After drying, forms a durable, 
elastic film that is easy to remove from the 
substrate. Resistant to virtually all types 
of soiling including paint, graffiti, cement 
splashes, lime scale and stone chippings. 
The coating is based on a 100% recycled 
polymer emulsion and the dried film is fully 
recyclable.

57663

1-3
m² / KG

15 KG
Price on 

request

1100 KG
Price on 

request

Silroc

Innovative, 1-component solvent-free 
coating for protecting (natural) stone 
substrates. Enhances the natural 
appearance of substrates, deepens colours 
and provides gloss. 

57670

20-30
m² / L

1 L € 185,72

5 L € 180,14
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Over the years, Mavro International’s laboratory has 

developed an extensive range of high-quality construction 

chemical products. These products are frequently used in 

the renovation and pre-treatment of various surfaces.

When applied correctly to the right surface, Mavro’s 

construction chemical products ensure an excellent result.

Are you looking for a product to repair cracks in a concrete 

surface, or do you plan to make industrial floors chemically 

resistant? Then, among Mavro’s construction chemical 

products, you will definitely find the right product for your 

job.

Our construction chemical products are divided into the 

following product groups:

 Industrial Epoxy Floor Coatings

 Epoxy Mortars

 Pouring Mortars

 Roof Coatings

BUILDING CHEMICALS

Can I help you?
Do you have a question about any of these products?

Call us on + 31 418 680 680
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PRODUCT LIST

BUILDING CHEMICALS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / KG

Mavrox® EP Coating 2C

A high-quality 2-component, water-
dilutable, highly chemically resistant epoxy 
coating. For decorative finishing on floors 
and walls, both indoors and outdoors. 
Suitable for floors subjected to light to 
medium load. For use on cement-bound 
floors, cast asphalt, anhydrite and wood. 
Available in high gloss or silk gloss.

57909

5
m²/kg

per layer

1 KG € 49,44

5 KG € 36,87

10 KG € 32,96

Mavrox® Topcoat

A high-performance, weather-resistant 
coating system that provides a highly 
water-repellent layer that is water vapour 
permeable. Provides alkali resistance, UV 
resistance, is low stress and has a high 
coverage capacity. Suitable for concrete 
and masonry.

59935

5-6
m²/kg

10 KG € 37,97

Mavrox® PU Topcoat 1C

A 1-component, matt anti-graffiti coating 
based on moisture-curing polyurethanes. 
To be used on slightly absorbent, smooth 
substrates such as concrete, stucco, latex 
dispersion paint layers, old coating systems 
and to protect applied works of art.

57712

10-12
m²/kg

5 KG € 87,08

Mavrox® EP Rollcoat 2C

A solvent-free, 2-component epoxy floor 
finish to improve wear resistance and 
chemical resistance. Applications include 
workplaces, warehouses and production 
areas. 

57932

ca. 2
m²/kg

5 KG € 30,45

10 KG € 28,85
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PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE / KG

Mavrox® Roofcoat WB

A roof tile coating suitable for colouring and 
protecting mineral roof tiles.

57942 - RAL 7016
57943 - RAL 3009
57944 - RAL 9005

5-10
m²/kg

20 KG
Price on 

request

Mavrox® EP Scratch Coat 2C

A solvent-free, 2-component lightweight 
repair mortar based on special epoxy resins. 
Used for repairing concrete damage. Due 
to its low specific weight (1.1 kg/l) very 
suitable for application on vertical parts 
and ceilings.

57925

1,1 kg/
m2/mm

layer 
thickness

10 KG € 27,81

Mavrox® EP Repair Mortar 2C

A universal, solvent-free, 2-component 
repair mortar based on special epoxy resins. 
Used for repairing concrete damage, filling 
cracks, protecting exposed rebar and many 
other similar applications. Also suitable for 
repairing holes in wooden window frames.

57929

Strongly 

dependent 

on 

application

5 KG € 16,48

Mavrox® EP Repair Primer 2C

A solvent-free, 2-component epoxy primer. 
To be used as an adhesive layer for carrying 
out concrete repairs with Mavrox® repair 
mortars.

57905

Strongly 

dependent 

on 

application

4 KG € 47,91

8 KG € 41,49

Mavrox® EP Grout 2C

Solution-free 2-component grout based on 
specially developed epoxy resins, hardening 
agents and inert fillers. To be used for pouring 
under structures and machinery, filling 
spaces in concrete and bonding anchor rods, 
bridge railings, balcony and gallery railings 
and pre-tensioning bolts.

57922

Strongly 

dependent 

on 

application

5 KG €33,14
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Craftsmanship is crucial in achieving thorough cleaning, 

protection, and maintenance. At Mavro, we realize this, 

and that’s why we offer not only the best cleaning and 

protection agents but also the necessary accessories and 

application tools to make our chemistry work optimally for 

you.

Our ‘Other Products’ product group contains everything 

you need to successfully complete any project. This way, 

we make it easy and efficient to keep surfaces in top 

condition.

Our items are divided into the following product groups:

 Applicationtools - Brushes

 Applicationtools - Sponges & pads

 Safety Equipment

 Other products

OTHER PRODUCTS

Can I help you?
Do you have a question about any of these products?

Call us on + 31 418 680 680
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PRODUCT LIST

APPLICATIEMIDDELEN

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS

Absorbent Rolls

Een polypropyleen absorberende mat 
voor het opvangen van graffiti resten en 
oliehoudende vloeistoffen. Eén rol bevat 44 
meter absorptiemateriaal. 

57700

N.v.t. 1 st € 294,53

Brush

Een handzame borstel met lange steel voor 
het verwerken van diverse soorten graffiti 
verwijderaars en reinigers.

32321

N.v.t. 1 st € 31,58

Chemical Resistant Brush

Een chemisch en hoge pH resistente 
borstel voor het verwerken van alle graffiti 
verwijderaars en reinigers.

32320

N.v.t. 1 st € 60,76

Coating Sponge

Handzame microvezel spons. Perfect voor 
de applicatie van Nitorange en Ceradur®
producten. 

99016

N.v.t. 1 st € 2,88

Microfiber Cloth Grey Mavro

Een pluisvrije microvezeldoek van 30x40 cm.

57804

N.v.t. 1 st € 2,91

APPLICATION TOOLS 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE

Absorbent Rolls

A polypropylene absorbent mat for 
collecting graffiti residues and oily liquids.

57700
N/A 1 piece € 294,53

Brush

A brush for processing graffiti removers and 
cleaners.

32321
N/A 1 piece € 31,58

Chemical Resistant brush

A chemical and high pH resistant brush 
for processing all graffiti removers and 
cleaners.

32320

N/A 1 piece € 60,76

Coating Sponge

Handy microfibre sponge. Perfect for the 
application of Nitorange and Ceradur® 
products. 

99016

N/A 1 piece € 2,88

Microfiber Cloth Grey Mavro

A 30x40 cm lint-free microfibre cloth.

57804 N/A 1 piece € 2,91
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PRODUCT LIST

PRODUCT OMSCHRIJVING + PRODUCTCODE VERBRUIK* UNIT PRIJS

Pads

Een witte pad voor het verwijderen 
van graffiti en het reinigen van diverse 
vervuilingen. Krast niet.
Minimale afname is 10 stuks.

99003

N.v.t. 1 st € 2,34

Power Sponge

Een melamine spons voor snelle graffiti
verwijdering, schoonmaak en voor de
applicatie van diverse coatings.

57916

N.v.t. 1 st € 1,40

Fijne Grijze Polijstpad

Een grijs/bruine lichtschurende pad voor het
verwijderen van graffiti en overige 
vervuiling.

99004

N.v.t. 1 st € 2,38

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE

Pads

A white pad for removing graffiti and 
cleaning various contaminants. Does not 
scratch. 
Minimum order is 10 pads.

99003

N/A 1 piece € 2,34

Power Sponge

A melamine sponge for rapid graffiti 
removal, cleaning and for the application of 
various coatings.

57916

N/A 1 piece € 1,40

Grey polish pad 

A grey/brown slightly abrasive pad 
for the removal of graffiti and other 
contamination.

99004

N/A 1 piece € 2,38
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PRODUCT LIST

OTHER PRODUCTS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION + PRODUCT CODE CONSUMPTION* UNIT PRICE

Calcium Gluconate Gel 2,5%

HF burn ointment, is used to prevent severe 
skin damage after an accident involving 
hydrofluoric acid (HF). For questions, 
contact our R&D department.

99019

N/A 1 piece € 29,32

Chemical Resistant Gloves

Durable chemical resistant gloves. Provides 
excellent protection against acids, bases 
and solvents. Features a flocked inner lining 
for extra comfort and sweat absorption.

99017

N/A 1 pair € 14,27

Safety Glasses

Decent safety glasses with side protection.  
Always protect your eyes when working 
with chemical products.

99018

N/A 1 piece € 12,69
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INDEX

REMOVERS

PRODUCT PRODUCT CODE PAGE

Algen Remover 57606 20

Bitumen Remover 57660 17

Bitumen Remover Gel 57624 17

Cement Residue Remover 57655 20

Cement Residue Remover Gel 57658 20

Concrete Residue Remover 57649 20

Graffiti Gel 221 RS 57617 16

Graffiti Remover Extra Lite 57600 16

Graffiti Remover Gel 57608 16

Graffiti Remover Gel Strong 57697 16

Graffiti Remover Lite 57599 16

Graffiti Remover Wipes 57622 17

Glue Remover 57601 20

Ink Remover 57604 18

Ink Remover Gel 57695 18

Lime Scale Cleaner 57607 21

Lime Remover 57603 21

Multistrip 57950 21

Oil Remover 57643 21

Rust Remover 57850 21

Salt&Oxide Remover 57637 22

Shadow Remover 57648 19

Shadow Remover Gel 57619 19

Shadow Remover Strong 57698 19

Silicone Remover 57657 22

Soot Remover 57951 22

Strip-Off 57629 23

Strip-Off HD 57647 23

Strip-Off Plus 57633 23

Tar Remover 57667 22
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INDEX

CLEANERS

PRODUCT PRODUCT CODE PAGE

Alu Clean 57927 32

Biofresh 57939 32

Butylacetate 57807 32

Deep Clean 57931 32

Facadeclean 57635 30

Facadeclean Alkaline 57641 30

Facadeclean Extra Strong 57646 30

Facadeclean Gel 57650 30

Facadeclean HC 57652 31

Facadeclean Strong 57636 30

Floor Cleaner 57838 35

Glass Renovator 59165 33

Glass Cleaner 57964 35

Interior Cleaner 57855 35

Isopropanol 18750 33

Mavro Solar Clean 57402 33

Peelable Cleaner 57668 33

Power Wipes 57678 33

Sanitary Descaler 57586 35

Sanitary Cleaner 57854 35

Train Clean 57631 34

Uniclean 54100 31

Uniclean High Alkaline 57639 31

Uniclean High Foaming 54111 32

Uniclean Low Foaming 54110 31

Uniclean Neutral 57611 31

Floor Cleaner 57838 35

Wood Renovator 57330 34
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PROTECTIVE COATNGS

PRODUCT PRODUCT CODE PAGE

Anti-Poster Coating 1C 57664 57

Anti-Poster Coating 2C 57662 57

Ceradur® AG 58004 55

Ceradur® Flex 58001 55

Ceradur® Metal 58002 55

Floorguard 54091 51

Floorguard Fluor 57644 51

Floorguard Mineral 57830 51

Floorguard Polycryl 57651 52

Floorguard SB 57831 51

Floorguard Sealer 54130 51

Graffitiguard 57613 44

Graffitiguard Permanent 57605 44

Graffitiguard Permanent HD 57621 44

Graffitiguard Permanent HD Primer 57677 44

Graffitiguard Permanent 2C 57612 45

Graffitiguard Permanent Primer 2C 57616 45

Injection Cream 54050 50

Inox Degreaser 57882 56

Inox Pre-Clean 57880 56

Inoxcoat 57883 56

Inoxcoat Remover 57884 56

Inoxcoat Daily Care 57881 56

Mavroseal 54060 49

Mavroseal Fluor 57665 50

Mavroseal Gel 57659 49

Mavroseal Nano 57653 50

Mavroseal WB 54089 49

Mavroseal WB Extra Strong 54080 49

Mavroseal WB Strong 54090 49
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Nitoguard® Wood 59006 54

Nitoshield 57618 46

Nitoshine 57716 46

Nitowax 99900 46
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Silroc 57670 57
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All previous price lists and agreements are hereby nullified. Product and 

price changes, as well as typesetting and printing errors, are reserved.

Our general terms and conditions apply to all our deliveries and advice. No 

rights can be derived from the stated yield in the price list.

We reserve the right to implement price changes.

All mentioned prices are exclusive of VAT and delivered free of charge 

in the Benelux for net order amounts over €750. All prices are subject 

to typesetting and printing errors. No liability is accepted for the 

consequences of such errors.

For deliveries under €750, there is a shipping cost of €17.50. For orders with 

ADR goods, a shipping surcharge of €9.95 applies. When returning a deposit 

IBC by the customer, Mavro will charge €32.50 for transport and cleaning.

Delivery is within 24 hours, provided it is in stock and ordered before 12:00 

PM. Urgent shipments are entirely at the expense of the client. Payments 

within 30 days net after the invoice date.

We help you on your way! Whatever your question or challenge is. Feel free 

to contact our technical advisors for more information about our products, 

trainings, and tailored advice.

The consumption mentioned in the price list depends on various factors, 

including the condition of the surface, the degree of contamination, and 

the used dilution ratio.

ADDITIONAL INFO

SHOP OUR PRODUCTS
OP MAVRO-INT.SHOP

€ 
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. INTERPRETATION 
 In these Terms and Conditions the following expressions will have the following meanings unless 

inconsistent with the context: “Bespoke Goods” means any Goods which are made to measure, 
bespoke, or otherwise manufactured to a unique specification. “Buyer” the person(s), firm or 
company whose order for the Goods or Services is accepted by the Company in accordance 
with these Terms and Conditions. “Company” MAVRO International whose registered office 
is located at Zaltbommel, Netherlands and whose MAVRO operating office is located at 
Zaltbommel, the Netherlands “Confidential Information” means all information in respect of 
the business of the Company including, but not limited to, knowhow, prices or other matters 
connected with the Goods or Services (which shall include any instructions or procedures, 
instruction manuals, user guides and other information which is supplied by the Company with 
the Goods or Services) and any other information of whatever nature which, if disclosed, will be 
liable to cause harm to the Company. “Contract” any contract between the Company and the 
Buyer for the sale and purchase of the Goods or Services formed in accordance with Condition 
2. “Delivery Point” the place where delivery of the Goods is agreed to take place, as set out in 
the Company’s written acknowledgement of order. “Final Inspection Certificate” A Certificate 
issued for the benefit of a third party at the completion of the Services. “Goods” any goods 
which the Company supplies to the Buyer (including any of them or any part of them) under a 
Contract. “Guarantee” a guarantee or Final Inspection Certificate for or related to the Goods 
in a form to be provided by the Company in favour of a third party nominated by the Buyer. 
“Guarantee Period” the on-going period of protection provided to a third party as set out in a 
Guarantee. “Intellectual Property Rights” all intellectual and industrial property rights including 
patents, knowhow, registered trade marks, registered designs, utility models, applications for 
and rights to apply for any of the foregoing, unregistered design rights, unregistered trade 
marks, rights to prevent passing off for unfair competition and copyright, database rights, 
topography rights and any other rights in any invention, discovery or process, in each case 
in the Netherlands and all other countries in the world and together with all renewals and 
extensions “Services” any services which the Company performs for the Buyer under a Contract, 
which are ancillary to the supply of Goods. “Service Point” the place at which the Services 
are to be performed, as set out in the Company’s written acknowledgement of order. “Specific 
Delivery Requirement” any goods, which are required to be delivered by a type of vehicle 
specified by the Buyer. “Terms and Conditions” the standard terms and conditions of sale set out 
in this document together with any special terms agreed in writing between the Buyer and the 
Company. “Trademark” the SARNAFIL trademark registered in the Netherlands “Working Day” 
any day other than Saturday or Sunday or a public or bank holiday in the Netherlands. 

2. FORMATION AND INCORPORATION 
2.1  Subject to any variation under Condition 14.5, the Contract will be upon these Terms and 

Conditions, to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions and all previous oral or written 
representations including any terms or conditions which the Buyer purports to apply under any 
purchase order, confirmation of order or similar document, whether or not such document is 
referred to in the Contract. 

2.2  Each order or acceptance of a quotation for Goods or Services will be deemed to be an offer 
by the Buyer to purchase Goods or Services upon these Terms and Conditions. The Contract is 
formed when the Buyer receives confirmation that the order is accepted by the Company. Such 
confirmation may either be given orally or in writing. No contract will come into existence until 
such confirmation has been given by the Company. 

2.3  The Buyer must ensure that the terms of its order and any applicable specification are complete 
and accurate. 

2.4  Acceptance of delivery of the Goods or commencement of the performance of the Services will 
be deemed conclusive evidence of the Buyer’s acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. 

2.5  Subject to Condition 6.5, the Buyer may not cancel the Contract. The Company may cancel the 
Contract at any time prior to delivery of the Goods or commencement of the performance of the 
Services. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES 
3.1  The description of the Goods will be as set out in the Company’s price list. All samples, 

drawings, descriptive matter, specifications and advertising issued by the Company and any 
descriptions or illustrations contained in the Company’s catalogues or brochures are issued or 
published for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea of the Goods represented by or 
described in them. They will not form part of the Contract and this is not a sale by sample. 

3.2  The Company may make any change to the specification, design, materials or finishes of the 
Goods which are: 3.2.1 required to conform with any applicable safety, statutory or regulatory 
requirement; or 3.2.2 do not materially affect their quality or performance. 

3.3  The Company will only perform Services which are ancillary to, or relating to, Goods provided 
under a Contract. 

3.4  The Services will only be performed by the Company at the Service Point. 
3.5  The Company shall use all reasonable endeavours to perform the Services: 3.5.1 to the standard 

required for the issue of a Final Inspection Certificate; 3.5.2 promptly, but time shall not be the 
essence for the performance of the Services. 

3.6  The Company shall have the right to make any changes to the Services which are necessary to 
comply with applicable safety, statutory or regulatory requirements, or which do not materially 
affect the nature or quality of the Services, and the Company shall notify the Buyer in any such 
event. 

4. PRICE AND PAYMENT 
4.1  The price for the Goods or Services will be the price set out in the Company’s published price 

list current at the date of delivery of Goods or performance of Services or as otherwise notified 
by the Company to the Buyer prior to the Contract being made. Orders for Goods valued below 
€2000 (before VAT) are exclusive of any costs of packaging and carriage, VAT and any other 
applicable sales tax or duty which will be added to the sum in question. Orders for Goods 
valued greater than €2000 (before VAT) and which are to be dispatched from the Company’s 
warehouse within the Netherlands are inclusive of any costs of packaging and carriage within 
the Netherlands but exclusive of VAT and any other applicable sales tax or duty will be added to 
the sum in question. 

4.2  The Company may invoice the Buyer for the Goods on or at any time after dispatch, or for the 
Services on or at any time after performance commences and payment is due in pounds sterling 
by the last day of the next calendar month following the date of invoice, or upon termination of 
the Contract, whichever occurs first. 

4.3  Time for payment will be of the essence. No payment will be deemed to have been received until 
the Company has received cleared funds. 

4.4  All payments to be made by the Buyer under the Contract will be made in full without any set-off, 
restriction or condition and without any deduction for or on account of any counterclaim. 

4.5  If any sum payable under the Contract is not paid when due then, without prejudice to the 
Company’s other rights under the Contract: that sum will bear interest from the due date until 
payment is made in full, both before and after any judgment, at a combined rate of the Bank 
of the Netherlands base rate from time to time and the rate provided by the Late Payment of 
Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998 as amended from time to time; and the Company will be 
entitled to suspend deliveries of the Goods or performance of the Services until the outstanding 
amount has been received. 

4.6  The Company reserves the right to recoup any sum, resulting from costs incurred from legal 
proceedings to recover the sum payable under the Contract. 

4.7  Any invoice queries must be communicated to the Company within 10 (ten) Working Days of 
receipt of the invoice by the Buyer. 

5. INSTALMENTS 
 The Company may deliver the Goods, or perform Services, by separate instalments. Each 

instalment will be a separate Contract and no cancellation or termination of any one Contract 
relating to an instalment will entitle the Buyer to repudiate or cancel any other Contract or 
instalment unless otherwise notified by the Company. Each separate instalment will be invoiced 
and paid for in accordance with the provisions of the Contract. 

6. DELIVERY OF GOODS 
6.1  Delivery of the Goods within the Netherlands mainland will be CPT Delivery Point INCOTERMS 

2010 (save that carriage may be charged to the Buyer in accordance with Condition 6.4 and/
or Condition 6.5). 

6.2  Delivery of the Goods outside the Netherlands will be made FAS Delivery Point INCOTERMS 
2010, except that risk shall pass to the Buyer at the time that the Goods leave the Company’s 
premises. 

6.3  Delivery of the Goods will be accepted at any time of day. At the sole discretion of the 
Company, overnight deliveries or deliveries at specified times may be agreed in certain 
circumstances. Notwithstanding condition 6.1, such deliveries shall be subject to an additional 
charge being raised by the Company. If the Buyer fails to take delivery, or provide any 
necessary documents, the Goods will be deemed to have been delivered and the Company, 
without prejudice to its other rights, may at its option: 6.3.1 store or arrange for storage of the 
Goods until actual delivery or sale and charge the Buyer for all related costs and expenses 
(including, without limitation, storage and insurance); and/or 6.3.2 following written notice to 
the Buyer, sell any of the Goods at the best price reasonably obtainable in the circumstances 
and charge the Buyer for any shortfall below the price under the Contract. Excessive waiting 
times may also be charged to the Buyer in certain circumstances. 

6.4  The Company will use reasonable endeavours to deliver Goods 5 (five) Working Days after 
the date on which the order is confirmed by the Company, but the time of delivery will not 
be of the essence of a Contract. Notwithstanding condition 6.1, carriage will be charged on 
deliveries required within 5 (five) Working Days, or deliveries with specific time or vehicle type 
stipulations. If, despite those endeavours, the Company is unable for any reason to fulfil any 
delivery of Goods on a specified date, the Company will be deemed not to be in breach of the 
Contract, nor (for the avoidance of doubt) will the Company have any liability to the Buyer for 
direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms includes, without limitation, pure 
economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and like loss) howsoever 
caused (including as a result of negligence) by any delay or failure in delivery of Goods except 
as set out in this condition. Any delay in delivery of Goods will not entitle the Buyer to cancel the 
order unless and until the Buyer has given 10 (ten) Working Days’ written notice to the Company 
requiring the delivery of the Goods and the Company has not fulfilled the delivery of the Goods 
within that period. If the Buyer cancels the order in accordance with this Condition 

6.6  then, save as excluded under Condition 6.6: 6.6.1 the Company will refund to the Buyer any 
sums which the Buyer has paid to the Company in respect of the Goods which have been 
cancelled; 6.6.2 and the Buyer will be under no liability to make any further payments under 
Condition 4 in respect of the Goods that have been cancelled. 

6.7  Notwithstanding, the provisions of Condition 6.5, the Company will be under no obligation 
to: 6.7.1 to refund the Buyer any sums which the Buyer has paid to the Company in respect 
of the Bespoke Goods which have been cancelled under Condition 6.5; and 6.7.2 waive any 
outstanding further payments due by the Buyer in respect of Bespoke Goods which have been 
cancelled under Condition 6.5. 

6.8  The Buyer will provide at its expense at the Delivery Point adequate and appropriate equipment 
and manual labour for off- loading the Goods. 

6.9  A €10.00 handling charge will be made in addition to the carriage charge for overnight 
dispatch of Goods. This service is offered as resources allow and is subject to available 
transport. 

6.10  The type of vehicle used to deliver Goods and the method of packaging of the Goods for 
delivery will be at the discretion of the Company. 

6.11  Any change required by the Buyer to the delivery vehicle and/or the method of packaging the 
Goods for delivery selected by the Company will constitute a Specific Delivery Requirement. The 
Buyer will incur any additional costs for a Specific Delivery Requirement. 

6.12  The Buyer will provide a full and correct address, including postcode, for the delivery of the 
Goods. 

7. RISK/TITLE IN THE GOODS 
7.1  Risk of damage to or loss of the Goods will pass to the Buyer in accordance with Condition 6. 
7.2  Ownership of the Goods will not pass to the Buyer until the Company has received in full (in 

cash or cleared funds) all sums due to it in respect of: 7.2.1 the Goods; and 7.2.2 all other sums 
which are or which become due to the Company from the Buyer on any account, whether for 
Goods or Services. 

7.3  Until ownership of the Goods has passed to the Buyer, the Buyer must: 7.3.1 hold the Goods on 
a fiduciary basis as the Company’s bailee; 7.3.2 store the Goods (at no cost to the Company) 
separately from all other Goods of the Buyer or any third party in such a way that they remain 
readily identifiable as the Company’s property; 7.3.3 not destroy, deface or obscure any 
identifying mark or packaging on or relating to the Goods; and 7.3.4 maintain the Goods in 
satisfactory condition insured on the Company’s behalf for their full price against all risks to the 
reasonable satisfaction of the Company, and will whenever requested by the Company produce 
a copy of the policy of insurance. 

7.4  The Buyer may resell the Goods before ownership has passed to it solely on the following 
conditions: 7.4.1 any sale will be effected in the ordinary course of the Buyer’s business at full 
market value and the Buyer will account to the Company accordingly; and 7.4.2 any such sale 
will be a sale of the Company’s property on the Buyer’s own behalf and the Buyer will deal as 
principal when making such a sale. 

7.5  The Buyer’s right to possession of the Goods will terminate immediately if any of the 
circumstances set out in Condition 11.1 occur. 

7.6  The Company will be entitled to recover payment for the Goods notwithstanding that title in any 
of the Goods has not passed from the Company. 

7.7  The Buyer grants the Company, its agents and employees an irrevocable licence at any time to 
enter any premises where the Goods are or may be stored in order to inspect them, or, where 
the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, to recover them. 

7.8  Where the Company is unable to determine whether any Goods are the goods in respect of 
which the Buyer’s right to possession has terminated, the Buyer will be deemed to have sold all 
goods of the kind sold by the Company to the Buyer in the order in which they were invoiced to 
the Buyer. 

7.9  On termination of the Contract, howsoever caused, the Company’s (but not the Buyer’s) rights 
contained in this Condition 7 will remain in effect. 

8. LIABILITY OF COMPANY 
8.1  The Company will, free of charge, within a period of 12 months from the date of delivery of 

Goods, or where a Guarantee has been issued, for the Guarantee Period, which are proved to 
the reasonable satisfaction of the Company to be missing, damaged or defective due to defects 
in material or design (other than a design made, furnished or specified by the Buyer), repair, 
or at its option provide or replace, such Goods. This obligation will not apply where: 8.1.1 the 
Goods have been improperly altered in any way whatsoever, or have been subject to misuse or 
unauthorised repair; 8.1.2 the Goods have been improperly installed or connected; 8.1.3 any 
maintenance requirements relating to the Goods have not been complied with; 8.1.4 the Buyer 
has failed to notify the Company of any defect(s) or missing item(s) from the order 
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acknowledgement within 48 hours of delivery where the defect(s) or missing item(s) should be apparent 
on reasonable inspection, or within 48 hours of the same coming to the knowledge of the 
Buyer where the defect(s) or missing item(s) is not that which should be apparent on reasonable 
inspection, and in any event no later than 12 months from the date of delivery; 8.1.5 where 
a guarantee has been issued, and has been breached by the third party beneficiary of the 
Guarantee within the Guarantee Period 

8.2  Any Goods which have been replaced by the Company will belong to the Company. Any 
repaired or replacement Goods will be liable to repair or replacement under the terms specified 
in Condition 8.1 for the unexpired portion of the 12 month period from the original date of 
delivery of the replaced Goods or where a Guarantee has been issued, for the Guarantee 
Period. 

8.3  In the event of any breach of the Company’s express obligations under Conditions 6.5, 8.1 and 
8.2 above the remedies of the Buyer will be limited to damages. 

8.4  The Company does not exclude its liability (if any) to the Buyer: 8.4.1 for breach of the 
Company’s obligations arising under section 12 Sale of Goods Act 1979 or section 2 Supply of 
Goods and Services Act 1982; 8.4.2 for personal injury or death resulting from the Company’s 
negligence; 8.4.3 under section 2(3) Consumer Protection Act 1987; 8.4.4 for any matter which 
it would be illegal for the Company to exclude (or to attempt to exclude) its liability; or 8.4.5 for 
fraud. 

8.5  Except as provided in Conditions 6.5 and 8.1 to 8.4, the Company’s liability to the Buyer 
(whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, restitution or otherwise) 
for any injury, death, damage or direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms 
include, without limitation, pure economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of 
goodwill and like loss) howsoever caused arising out of or in connection with: 8.5.1 any of the 
Goods, or the manufacture or sale or supply, or failure or delay in supply, of the Goods by the 
Company or on the part of the Company’s employees, agents or sub- contractors; 8.5.2 any 
of the Services, or their performance, or failure or delay in performance, of the Services by 
the Company or on the part of the Company’s employees, agents or subcontractors; 8.5.3 any 
breach by the Company of any of the express or implied terms of the Contract; 8.5.4 any use 
made or resale by the Buyer of any of the Goods, or of any product incorporating any of the 
Goods; 8.5.5 any use made by the Buyer of any of the Services, or of any product incorporating 
any of the Services; or 8.5.6 any statement made or not made, or advice given or not given, by 
or on behalf of the Company or otherwise under the Contract, shall be limited to the invoiced 
value of the Goods. 

8.6  Except as set out in Conditions 6.5 and 8.1 to 8.5, the Company hereby excludes to the fullest 
extent permissible in law, all conditions, warranties and stipulations, express (other than those set 
out in the Contract) or implied, statutory, customary or otherwise which, but for such exclusion, 
would or might subsist in favour of the Buyer. 

8.7  Each of the Company’s employees, agents and subcontractors may rely upon and enforce 
the exclusions and restrictions of liability in Conditions 6.5 and 8.3 to 8.6 in that person’s 
own name and for that person’s own benefit, as if the words “its employees, agents and 
subcontractors” followed the word Company wherever it appears in those conditions save each 
reference in Condition 8.5.1. 

8.8  The Buyer agrees to indemnify, keep indemnified and hold harmless the Company from and 
against all costs (including the costs of enforcement), expenses, liabilities (including any tax 
liability), injuries, direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three of which terms include, without 
limitation, pure economic loss, loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and like 
loss), damages, claims, demands, proceedings or legal costs (on a full indemnity basis) and 
judgments which the Company incurs or suffers as a consequence of a direct or indirect breach 
or negligent performance or failure or delay in performance by the Buyer of the terms of the 
Contract. Where a Guarantee has been issued, such indemnity shall continue until the end of the 
Guarantee Period. 

9. GUARANTEE 
9.1  Where the Company provides a Warranty additional to the guarantee in Conditon 8 hereof, 

the Buyer may request that the Warranty be provided in favour of an interested third party 
nominated by the Buyer. 

9.2  The Warranty shall be on such terms and in such form as the Company considers appropriate. 
9.3  The Warranty shall only be provided when all payments due from the Buyer have been received 

and if in association with a Final Inspection Certificate, when the Company has been given all 
reasonable opportunity to carry out a technical audit.

9.4  The Buyer acknowledges that in the event of a claim being brought against the Company 
under, and in accordance with the terms of a Warranty, which is solely or partially due to 
the installation of the Goods not having been carried out in accordance with the Company’s 
recommendations or with the skill and care expected of an experienced contractor, the Buyer 
shall indemnify the Company and shall; 9.4.1 recognise the continuing obligations of the 
Company and the Buyer to remedy defects in the Goods for the Guarantee Period; and 9.4.2 
not seek to rely on and, if and to the extent necessary, expressly waive any entitlement to rely on 
the provisions of the Limitation Act 1980 in defence of such claim. 

10. FORCE MAJEURE 
 The Company will not be liable to the Buyer for any failure or delay or for the consequences 

of any failure or delay in performance of the Contract, if it is due to any event beyond the 
reasonable control of the Company including, without limitation, acts of God, war, industrial 
disputes, protests, fire, tempest, explosion, an act of terrorism and national emergencies and the 
Company will be entitled to a reasonable extension of time for performing such obligations in 
such circumstances. 

11. TERMINATION 
11.1  The Company may by written notice terminate the Contract immediately if the Buyer: 11.1.1 is in 

material breach of any of the terms of the Contract. Failure to pay any sums due in accordance 
with Condition 4.2 is a material breach of the terms of the Contract which is not capable of 
remedy. 11.1.2 becomes bankrupt, insolvent, makes any composition with his creditors, has 
a receiver appointed under the Mental Health Act 1983 or dies; 11.1.3 has any distraint, 
execution or other process levied or enforced on any of its property; 11.1.4 ceases to trade or 
appears in the reasonable opinion of the Company likely or is threatening to cease trade; or 
11.1.5 the equivalent of any of the above occurs to the Buyer under the jurisdiction to which the 
Buyer is subject. 

11.2  The termination of the Contract howsoever arising is without prejudice to the rights, duties and 
liability of either the Buyer or the Company accrued prior to termination. The conditions which 
expressly or impliedly have effect after termination will continue to be in force notwithstanding 
termination, which shall include but shall not be limited to, the Buyer’s obligations in relation to 
any Guarantee. 

12. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
12.1  No right or licence is granted to the Buyer in respect of the existing Intellectual Property Rights 

of the Company, except the right to use, or re-sell the Goods in the Buyer’s ordinary course of 
business. 

12.2  All Intellectual Property Rights in or arising out of or in connection with the performance of 
Services shall be owned by the Company. 12.3 The Buyer will not without the Company’s prior 
consent allow the Trademark or any other trade marks of the Company or other words or marks 
applied to the Goods to be obliterated, obscured or omitted nor will he add any additional 
marks or words. 

13. DISTRIBUTION 
13.1  If the Buyer purchases the Goods and resells them then the Company shall have no liability for 

nor shall any indemnity from the Company to the Buyer in these terms apply to any liability of the 
Buyer to the extent that such liability would not have existed had the Buyer sold the goods upon 
terms no less favourable than these terms and conditions. 

14. GENERAL 
14.1  Time for performance of all obligations of the Buyer is of the essence. Time for performance of all 

obligations of the Company is not of the essence. 
14.2  Each right or remedy of the Company under the Contract is without prejudice to any other right 

or remedy of the Company whether under the Contract or not. 
14.3  If any condition or part of the Contract is found by any court, tribunal, administrative body or 

authority of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable then that provision will, 
to the extent required, be severed from the Contract and will be ineffective, without, as far as is 
possible, modifying any other provision or part of the Contract and this will not affect any other 
provisions of the Contract which will remain in full force and effect. 

14.4  No failure or delay by the Company to exercise any right, power or remedy will operate as a 
waiver of it, nor will any partial exercise preclude any further exercise of the same, or of any 
other right, power or remedy. 

14.5  Save as set out in the Contract and Condition 8.1.5, these Terms and Conditions may only be 
varied or amended in writing and signed by a senior manager of the Company. 

14.6  The Company may assign, delegate, license, hold on trust or sub-contract all or any part of its 
rights or obligations under the Contract. 

14.7  The Contract is personal to the Buyer who may not assign, delegate, license, hold on trust or 
sub-contract all or any of its rights or obligations under the Contract without the Company’s prior 
written consent. 

14.8  The Contract contains all the terms which the Company and the Buyer have agreed in relation to 
the Goods and/or Services and supersedes any prior written or oral agreements, representations 
or understandings between the parties relating to such Goods and/or Services. The Buyer 
acknowledges that it has not relied on any statement, promise or representation made or given 
by or on behalf of the Company which is not set out in the Contract. Nothing in this Condition 
14.8 will exclude any liability which one party would otherwise have to the other party in 
respect of any statements made fraudulently. 

14.9  Save as set out in Condition 8.7 the parties to the Contract do not intend that any of its terms will 
be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any person not a 
party to it. 

14.10  Any notice in connection with the Contract will be in writing addressed to the other party at 
its registered office, or principal place of business and will be delivered by hand, or first class 
or special delivery post or Airmail. The notice will be deemed to have been duly served, if 
delivered by hand, when left at the proper address for service or if made by pre-paid, first class 
post or special delivery post, 48 hours after being posted or in the case of Airmail, 14 days after 
being posted. 

14.11  The formation, existence, construction, performance, validity and all aspects whatsoever of the 
Contract or of any term of the Contract will be governed by Dutch law. The Dutch courts will 
have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute which may arise out of, or in connection with the 
Contract. The parties agree to submit to that jurisdiction. 

14.12  Where Part II of the Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 applies, either 
party may refer any dispute or difference arising under this Agreement to adjudication. The 
adjudication procedures and the agreement for the appointment of an adjudicator shall be 
set out in the Model Adjudication Procedures published by the Construction Industry Council 
current at the date of reference. The nominating body shall be the Technology and Construction 
Solicitors’ Association or any successor organisation. 

14.13  The Buyer will keep confidential any and all Confidential Information that it may acquire. 
The Buyer will not use the Confidential Information for any purpose other than to perform its 
obligations under the Contract. The Buyer will ensure that its officers and employees comply with 
the provisions of this Condition 14.13. The obligations on the Buyer set out in this Condition will 
not apply to any information which is publicly available or becomes publicly available through 
no act or omission of the Buyer or if the Buyer is required to disclose by order of a court of 
competent jurisdiction.
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Mavro International
Heksekamp 1 | 5301 LX Zaltbommel | The Netherlands

T: +31 (0) 418 680 680 | info@mavro-int.com | www.mavro-int.com

Mavro Italy
Via Bernini 15/4 | 17024 Finale Ligure (SV) | Italy 

info@mavro-int.it | www.mavro-int.it

Mavro Slovenia 
Kajakaška cesta 40 | 1211 Ljubljana | Slovenia

T: +386 (0) 41 902 700 | info@mavro-int.si | www.mavro-int.si


